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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

IPv6 Privacy extensions, implemented in major operating systems, hide user’s 

identity by using a temporary and a randomly generated IPv6 addresses rather than using the 

former, EUI-64 format where the MAC address is part of the IPv6 address. This solution for 

privacy has created a problem for network administrators to back-trace an IPv6 address to a 

specific MAC address, since the temporary IP address used once by the node is removed 

from the interface after a period of time. An IPv6 Ethernet test bed is setup to investigate 

IPv6 implementation dynamics in Windows 7 and Ubuntu10.04 operating systems. The 

testbed is extended to investigate the effects of temporary IPv6 addresses due to IPv6 

privacy extensions on the on-going sessions of different applications including ping, File 

Transfer Protocol (FTP) and video streaming (HTTP and RTP). On the basis of the 

knowledge obtained from investigations about dynamics of IPv6 privacy extensions, this 

work proposes Internet Protocol version 6 Host Tracking (IPv6HoT), a web based IPv6 to 

MAC mapping solution. IPv6HoT uses Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to 

forward IPv6 Neighbor table from routers to Network Management Stations (NMS). This 

thesis work provides guidelines for configuring IPv6 privacy extensions in Ubuntu10.04 and 

Windows 7; the difference of implementation between these two operating systems is also 

presented in this work. The results show that temporary IPv6 addressing has a definite effect 

on the on-going sessions of video streaming and FTP applications. Applications running as 

server on Temporary IPv6 address encountered more frequent on-going session interruptions 

than applications running as a server over public IPv6 address. When temporary IPv6 

addresses were configured to host FTP and video streaming applications, their on-going 

sessions were permanently interrupted. It is also observed that LFTP, a client FTP 

application, resumes an interrupted session.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Though introduced more than 15 years ago, IPv6 deployment has been heating up only in 

recent times. This could be attributed mainly to two factors. Primary being the state of 

necessity where no more IPv4 blocks are available and the other being increased 

encouragement and push from the internet society due to the increased options and 

modernity it brings to the table .Events like World IPv6 day (June 8, 2011) were taken up 

with rejuvenated efforts seeing participation from both industry and academia with trial runs 

and measurements carried out worldwide in an unprecedented manner. Such has been the 

need for its adaptation in maintaining sustainability in ICT products and services of the 

present and future. Despite the slow rate of deployment, the research community has been 

active in addressing key technical areas from time to time. 

As the successor to the current Internet Protocol, IPv4, IPv6 is critical to the Internet's 

continued growth as a platform for innovation and economic development. Along the course 

of development of IPv6, in an attempt to give more privacy to users, the development 

fraternity introduced a new feature known as the IPv6 privacy extension. Though this new 

feature has succeeded in empowering the users by facilitating privacy, it has also left the 

network administrators performing lawful monitoring clueless. They are in the pitch of 

darkness when it comes to back tracking an IPv6 address of a privacy extension enabled host 

to its MAC address. Hence in this work we investigate what happens inside some of the most 

popular systems with IPv6 privacy extension enabled and try to offer some relief to the 

network administration community by offering a simple and elegant tracking solution. 

 

1.1 Motivation 
 

In the EUI-64 method, the unique MAC address of the host forms a portion of the IPv6 

address. Since this causes open concerns of privacy of users it is increasingly being replaced 

by randomly generated 64-bit interface identifiers introduced as part of IPv6 privacy 

extension. But there is a widespread anguish among the network administration community 

on the need for more clarity on the dynamics of systems enabled with IPv6 privacy 

extension. Major operating systems including Windows 7 and Ubuntu10.04 support IPv6 

Privacy Extensions, but understanding the dynamics of Privacy extensions in different 

operating systems has not been researched in depth. Both Linux and Windows, have their 

own interpretation of IPv6 Privacy extensions RFC. As a result, understanding dynamics of 

IPv6 in each of the operating systems will make life easier for the network administrators as 

well as for users. In our pre-survey a configurations of Valid and Preferred lifetimes resulted 

in all possible IPs becoming deprecated for a period of time leaving the host in the dark.  

 This study concerning IPv6 dynamics in different operating systems can be used as 

guidelines of dos & donts, by a system administrator or end user. These information would 

be important not only for network administrators but it would also aid researchers while 

setting up testbed on any performance study based on IPv6 enabled hosts. They would also 

be useful for software developers in designing network monitoring solutions. 

IPv6 Privacy extensions advocate, the use of temporary and randomly generated IP for 

outgoing connections for sake of privacy. This has been adapted by most OS 

implementations and applications. Applications including FTP, video streaming and network 

diagnostic applications, creates a socket from temporary IPv6 or Public IP and port number 

to listen as a server or send request as a client. During on-going sessions between client and 

servers the temporary IPv6 address might get invalid and removed from the interface, the 

fate of the session in such cases totally depends on how application handle this sudden 

change of IP. Whether the session going to be interrupted momentarily or is it going 
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terminate permanently. This thesis work investigates the effect of temporary IP on the on-

going sessions. This would benefit the application developers in assessing their application’s 

adaptability in IPv6 privacy extension enabled environment. 

  

IPv6 privacy extensions enabled host will change its randomly generated temporary IPv6 

addresses according to the configured Valid and Preferred lifetimes. In network 

administration, a policy violation or an illegal use of services is usually recorded in a log file. 

Most of these log files don't have the luxury of having the MAC and IPv6 address 

combinations. In most cases the log files provide us with IP address, the respective action 

and timestamps. In cases of a temporary and random IP, if any action of violation of the 

policies set by network administrators occurs, the log file will record the action with node's 

temporary IPv6 addresses. These temporary IPv6 address are random and after a period of 

time the IP is no longer on the interface of the host, it is replaced by a new one. The IP is no 

longer available; it is removed from the node interface. Thus an administrator can't use this 

temporary IPv6 address to trace back to node’s MAC address. Though very few, recently 

there have been attempts to design a tracking solution for IPv6 privacy extension enabled 

hosts. Some attempts like [12]  lack in details on the type or characteristics of information 

retrieved from the information sources, frequency of retrieval and reliability on the 

information sources which forms the core in developing an effective tracking solution. In 

order to design such a solution one needs to investigate and critically analyze the information 

available from the devices taking part in the network. 

 

1.2 Related Work 

This chapter surveys previous research works on monitoring IPv4/v6 networks, dynamics of 

IPv6 implementation in different operating systems and the effect of IPv6 privacy extension 

on the application's ongoing sessions.  

Paper [1] compares the performance (throughput, latency and round trip time) of IPv6 and 

IPv4 enabled Windows operating systems, using VoIP traffic. In paper [2], the performance 

of IPv4 and IPv6 stack implementation on Windows Vista and Linux Ubuntu operating 

systems are researched. This paper shows network performance is better in IPv4 for packet 

size larger than 256 KB but network performance largely depends not only on the version of 

the IP, but on the type of the operating system as well. Network File transfer performance 

over different IP versions is discussed in [3]. The study reveals the presence of performance 

gap for file transfer in different version of IP.  Paper [14] illustrates how using a customized 

IPV6 header for LAN traffic would result in reduction of IPv6 overhead. At least to our 

knowledge there have been no researches addressing the abrupt termination of ongoing 

sessions and host unreachability issues that could be caused due to IPv6 privacy extensions. 

The implementation of IPv6 privacy extensions in different operating systems establishing 

their dynamics is not yet researched in depth as well. 

Paper [4] discusses the security risks that are major constraint for the transition from IPv4 to 

IPv6. The IPv4 network attacks are not entirely removed by IPv6. In addition to IPv6's 

security vulnerability, unsolved IPv4 security threats contribute greatly to the slow 

deployment of IPv6-supported networks. This paper also discusses IPv6 security tools and 

IPv6 attack countermeasures. Paper [5] address the security vulnerability specific to IPv6 not 

IPv4. The paper categorizes this vulnerability into three major security flaws in IPv6: 

vulnerability due to basic protocol of IPv6, vulnerabilities for the protocols that facilitate the 

transition of an IPv4 network to IPv6 network, and protocol-related vulnerabilities in IPv6 

operations. Security attacks are aimed specifically to these new features of IPv6 including 
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Neighbor discovery, stateless address autoconfiguration and ICMPv6. Paper [6] discusses 

the countermeasures to IPv6 specific security attacks. In this paper routing header attack can 

be mitigated by dropping packets with zero routing types, a fragmented header attack can 

also be avoided by limiting number of fragments and the arrival rates. Processing Extensions 

header and Neighbor discovery attacks can be overcome by limiting the total number of 

extensions header and by using SEND respectively. 

Paper [7] presents flow-net for accountability, which logs events at every layer of the 

Internet model including data link layer (MAC). Accountability in our context is a means of 

backtracking an event to a specific user or node (username, IP, MAC or ID), to take 

precautions or measures against actions committed. In IPv4 there are plenty tools and 

methods used to trace back an event to a node's MAC address, its identity. Paper [8] 

proposed a general IPv4 tracing to source techniques, using a probabilistic packet marking in 

the network method. This paper illustrates how to trace the source IP address. The novel 

ARP method is also used to trace back the MAC address of a known IP address. All 

proposed methods are used for IPv4 Ethernet network or for static IPv6 addresses, where 

IPv6 is not subject to change over time. But for stateless IPv6 auto-configuration with 

privacy extensions implementation, it is not possible to use these methods or tools.  

The report [10] provided by NIST gives a detail study of IPv6 security aspects in practical 

deployment with hints for network administrators. The report [10] recommends system 

administrator to use the privacy extension for external communication instead of internal 

communication. Moreover, security techniques such as SEcure Neighbor Discovery (SEND) 

are not fully implemented yet [11]. SEND is a protocol used to secure the Neighbor 

Discovery protocol (NDP) from different network attacks independent of IPSec [10]. In the 

novel architecture using SNMP proxy application [11] as a standalone solution 

communication between the administrator and the network device is done over a proxy, as 

these proxy communications further adds to the overhead(IPv6 in itself has larger address 

length contributing to overhead) in the network it is not an efficient solution.  

Previous research works have been done using SNMP with proxy, Net flow and NIST to 

monitor and track hosts with IPv6 [9, 11, and 12]. In [12], a tracking solution based on 

SNMP and Netflow for tracking IPv6 privacy extension enabled hosts is proposed. In [13] 

the authors point out how the users of IPv6 mobile and static nodes could be geographically 

tracked and suggested a counter solution for Deterministic IID based IPv6 implemented 

nodes. IPv6HoT tracking solution would be more consistent as it would reveal the dynamics 

of the data from the information sources which is critical in tracking the right node at the 

right range of time. Hence there is no simple and elegant tracking solution which an 

administrator can setup and start using without the help of additional devices or setups as in 

[9, 11, and 12].  

1.3 Aim and Objectives 
 

1.3.1 Aim 
 

The primary aim of this research is to understand the IPv6 privacy extension as 

implemented in linux and widows sytems and their effects on some common 

applications .The secondary aim of this study is to use this information gathered from 

the primary study to track an IPv6 privacy extension enabled host. 

1.3.2 Objectives 
The major objectives of this study are 
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a)Setup a realtime testbed with windows and Linux systems  to investigate the 

method of implementation of IPv6 privacy extension with reference to RFCs . 

b)Design test cases with common applications on the testbed and bring out 

application behaviours through visual aids interpolating the data collected during 

monitoring and attribute the causes for it.  

c)Investigate through data collection and analysis if the information from various 

network entities could be used to create a mapping solution which would track an IPv6 

privacy extension enabled host from its IP address. 

1.4 Research Questions 

1.4.1 On Implementation and dynamics in different OS: 
How do Windows 7 and Ubuntu 10.04 OS implement IPv6 privacy extension, what are the 

configurable parameters and what are the guidelines for network administrators while using 

these parameters? 

1.4.2 On effects of method of implementation on applications: 
What are the implicit effects of method of implementation of IPv6 privacy extension on 

various applications such as video streaming, file transfer and ping? 

1.4.3 On Tracking IPv6 Privacy Extension Enabled hosts: 
How to track the IPv6 privacy extension enabled host’s MAC address from their IP address? 

1.5 Research Methodology 
The process of research adopted to answer the research questions 1 and 2 are presented 

below. 

1. The first step was to carry out a thorough literature survey so as to not just know what 

other researchers has done in the field but also to gather basic configuration information as 

well. 

2. Next a testbed was designed to yield the most realistic results possible, ensure 

repeatability and maximum control over its operation. 

3. After ascertaining that the testbed was up and active a survey of parameters and 

configuration settings was carried out with two different OS, Windows 7 and Linux Ubuntu 

10.04. 

4. On obtaining sufficient knowledge on configurations and usage of parameters an array of 

relevant test cases are designed to bring out various responses from the IPv6 privacy 

extension enabled hosts. 

5. After ascertaining that the design of test cases are such a way that they could be verified 

,they are implemented on the test bed and results are cross checked for abnormal behavior. 

6. The results collected, are carefully analyzed and expert opinion is sought on the findings. 

7. Finally the results are adopted to answer our research question1 when they are 

convincingly found to be conclusive after critical analysis and feedbacks. 

For answering Research Question 2 the process is the same as the one adopted for Research 

Question 1 except that survey of parameters and configurations was limited as sufficient 

knowledge pertaining to them had already been gained in the previous process. The process 

is summarized in the flow diagram below. 
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Figure 1-1 Research Methodology for Research Question 2 

 
 

The process of research for Research Question 3 which involved more of solution 

development is summarized as follows. 

1.  Carry out a thorough literature study to understand the attempts by 

predecessors. 

2. Analyze the available development environment, choose the most suited one 

(GNS3 in our case). 

3. Perform Validation of the chosen development environment. 

4. Design an IPv6 Ethernet model on the chosen platform (GNS3).  

5.  Study the data available from each entity in the network design. 

6. Perform data retrieval of key data using SNMP and identify the factors that 

could be correlated to establish mapping. 

7. Using the above information design a mapping solution 

8. Use results and analysis from Research Question 1 & Research Question 2 to 

complement the solution under development. 

9. Implement the design on the chosen platform. 

10. Run modules and verify outputs independently 

11. Design a GUI. 

12. Carry out verification after integration of modules. 
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1.6 Contributions 
 

 

An IPv6 testbed which could be used to carry out further research on dynamics and 

application testing has been set up. The research identifies all the configurable IPv6 privacy 

extension parameters of windows 7 and Ubuntu 10.04 OS and brings out their usage 

mechanism. The research also tests the behavior of Ping, FTP (implemented via windows 7 

native application & LFTP), HTTP and RTP streaming (implemented via VLC application) 

to IP change phenomenon in a IPV6 privacy extension enabled environment. The research 

demonstrates a process for developing a customized IPv6 to MAC mapping solution for IPv6 

privacy extension enabled hosts.  The research delivers IPv6HoT, a new web based IPv6 to 

MAC mapping solution to track IPv6 privacy extension enabled hosts.  

 

1.7  Thesis Layout 

Chapter 1 Introduction – This chapter introduces the problem in hand, what is the research 

gap in this area? What are the research questions this thesis attempts to answer? What is the 

research methodology adopted to answer the research questions. What are the contributions 

in this thesis? Motivation - This section stems the motivation for carrying out this thesis 

work. It discusses in brief the various stakeholders affected by the problem in hand and how 

this thesis work attempts to lend a helping hand.  Related Works section gives a thorough 

account of previous research works carried out in this area. The pros and cons these studies 

are discussed in context to our work. 

Chapter 2 Technical Background - This chapter gives all the necessary technical details 

which the reader needs to have knowledge about to be able to appreciate this thesis work. It 

mainly deals with the theory of IPv6 addressing which is the key element of this thesis. 

 Chapter 3 Methodology – This chapter describes the experimental methodology adopted for 

solving the research questions and the motivation behind choices. It also describes in detail 

the experimental set up and how the implementation would be carried out. 

 Chapter 4 Results and Analysis – This chapter gives results of the experiments conducted to 

solve each of the research questions. It also gives an in-depth analysis of each of the results. 

Chapter 5 Application Implementation - This chapter gives the implementation and the 

results of different applications tests performed to bring out the effects of IPv6 Privacy 

Extension. 

Chapter 6 IPv6HoT implementations - This chapter gives the details about the detail about 

different modules which constitute the tracking solution. It also explains the working of the 

mapping solution with example. 

Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Work – This chapter gives conclusions based on the 

inference from the analysis of the results obtained from the experiments. It also lays down 

the future work that could be carried out in this area for the benefit of different stake holders. 

 Chapter 8 Appendix – This section gives a secondary technical compilation of the 

configurations, codes, internal diagrams related to each of the above chapters.   
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2 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 
 

The unprecedented demand for Internet connectivity from the ever increasing number of PCs 

and a host of other devices like smart phones, workstations, laptops, tablets and PDA has 

been the primary reason for the introduction of the new Internet protocol, IPv6. IPv4 served 

the Internet well when the idea of 4 billion interconnected nodes seemed unreachable. In this 

section we will discuss IPv6, its comparison with IPv4, the ongoing state of deployment in 

Europe; finally a review of IPv6 stateless autoconfiguration with privacy extension will be 

presented. 

2.1 IPv6 
Internet protocol version six (IPv6)  is the new generation Internet protocol addressing which 

is intended to overcome some of the  shortcomings of its predecessor IPv4. It was proposed 

by IETF almost two decades ago. It has passed many refinements by many engineers of the 

IETF over the past 18 years over many may RFC. The current RFC for IPv6 specifications is 

RFC2460.  Unlike IPv4, IPv6 uses 128 bits for addressing space, which is quiet a lot of 

addresses (340 trillion trillion trillion). IPv6 does not only mitigate IPv4 addressing space 

limitations but also simplified IPv6 header’s than IPv4, IPv6 improved support for 

extensions and support, flow-labeling packets, authentication and privacy are the major 

improvements of IPv6 over IPv4. 

IPv6 has three types of addresses unicast, multicast and anycast addresses, which are 

different from that of IPv4 addressing architecture [16]. For instance there is no broadcast 

address in IPv6; it is replaced by multicast address.  

 Unicast IPv6 addresses are assigned to single interfaces. Global unicast, site-local 

unicast, link-local unicast and special addresses are further subdivision of unicast 

address types. Site-local unicast addresses are currently obsolete, and it should not 

be used in any network. Global unicast addresses are unique addresses which can be 

routable in the Internet. The network portions of global unicast address are assigned 

by ISP. While link-local (FE80::/10) addresses are like private IPv4 addresses, they 

are not routable over the Internet, they are only used in Local Area Network (LAN). 

There are many special addresses like the loop local addresses of IPv4 address 

(127.0.0.1) for IPv6 ::1 is the loop local address. 

 Multicast address (FF00::/8) is assigned to nodes belonging to the same group. 

Packet sent to a multicast address will be delivered to all nodes in that group. 

 Anycast IPv6 addresses are assigned to multiple nodes. If a packet is sent to anycast 

IPv6 address the first available node with the anycast address will take the packet 

and process it. The other nodes with the same anycast IP address will not receive and 

process this packet only the first node to receive the packet get the chance to process 

the packet. 

2.1.1 Global Unicast Address 
Since global unicast addresses are routable over the Internet, these addresses must be unique 

throughout the World Wide Web. The general address format for global unicast IPv6 address 

is shown in the Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1Global unicast address format 

n bits m bits 128-n-m bits 

Global routing Prefix Subnet ID Interface ID 
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Global routing prefix in the Table 2-1, is a network identifier which is assigned by ISP. The 

subnet ID will identify subnets in inside a network. The global routing prefix and subnet ID 

make up the network prefix. The rest is the interface ID which could be generated randomly 

by the node or it could be generated form IEEE interface identifier using EUI-64 format or it 

could be assigned from DHCPv6. The interface ID must be unique. In global unicast 

addressing, the interface ID in Table 2-1 is 64 bit long for all global IPv6 unicast addresses 

except for IPv6 addresses embedded with IPv4 addresses. A node with 2001:db8:21:111:: 

12a/64 address have 2001:db8:21:111::/64 network prefix (routing prefix + subnet ID) and 

0000:0000:0000:012a interface ID.  

2.1.2 Compressing zeros  
In IPv6 there are 128 bits in one IP address. It will be difficult to write or to memorize the 

entire IP as a result where ever there is a chance of leading (colon sperated) zeros, they are  

removed. So in IPv6, leading zeros can be removed from the IP address as well as sequential 

zeros and the colon in between can be replaced by a single colon. 

Considering an example ,this IP address 2001:0db8:0021:0111:0000:0000:000:0001/128 can 

be changed to more simple and compressed IPv6 address. First remove any leading zeros 

from the IP: 2001:db8:21:111:0000:0000:0000:1/128, this IPv6 address can be compressed 

further by replacing the full sequential zeros to colon and reperesent the whole IP with this 

2001:db8:21:111::1/128. Zeros at end or between numbers can’t be removed. 

 

2.2 IPv4 and IPv6 
The one thing that is obvious while discussing the difference between IPv4 and IPv6 is the 

address sizes. IPv4 use 32 bits for notation of IPv4 addresses while IPv6 uses 128 bits for 

IPv6 address notations. But difference between IPv6 and IPv4 is more than just size of 

addresses.  

IPv6 supports IPSec while in IPv4 IPSec is optional leaving the security of the data to 

application or upper layers, that is IPv6 is more secure than IPv4 on its own. There is no 

flow-labeling in IPv4, but IPv6 support flow-labeling [17]. Flow-labeling enables routers to 

forward prioritized packets. Checksum is removed from IPv6 which makes IPv6 header 

much simpler than IPv4. IPv6 introduced stateless IPv6 autoconfiguration where nodes will 

get global unicast IPv6 addresses without manually or via DHCPv6 configuration. In this 

method, a router and a node will communicate to assign global unicast IPv6 addresses to the 

nodes network interface [18]. The other most important feature of IPv6 over IPv4 is IPv6 

obsolete broadcast addresses. Thus there is no broadcast message which usually is a 

performance issue in IPv4, IPv6 uses multicasting instead. Broadcast messages are messages 

addressed to every device in the network. Broadcast messages can result in a broadcast 

storm, which can slow down or incapacitate the networks [19]. IPv6 improved support for IP 

mobility [20]. 

2.3 IPv6 Deployment  

IPv6 was introduced more than 15 years ago, despite fast depletion of IPv4 addresses pool 

and despite many new and useful features of IPv6; its deployment has been very slow.  

As of 3rd February 2011 IANA has allocated what is left in its IPv4 address pool to the 

regional registries (RIR) leaving IANA without any IPv4 address pool [21].  As of 14th 

September 2012 the Regional Internet Registry (RIR) for Europe and major of part of Asia, 

Réseaux IP Européens Network Coordination Center (RIPE NCC) has allocated the last 

available IPv4 addresses (/8s) from its pool [22].  
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Developing nations can start fresh implementation of native IPv6 network, since IPv4 

implementation was not as vast as in Europe. But for Europe since most of the 

implementation and network equipment were design to support IPv4, transition will be 

replacing quite huge amount network equipments in the core and access layers of their 

enterprise. This is has to be done in efficient and cost effective manner. As a result, IPv6 

deployment in Europe is too slow [23]. As 2011 [24] report on the readiness of European ISP 

for IPv6 deployment only 16% were advertising routes for IPv6 and 57% of ISP in Europe 

did not even have plan to deploy IPv6. 

Statistics in [23] shows that the IPv6 enabled ASes in global routing is less than 10% in 

Europe. Public authorities should deployed IPv6 supporting services no later than 2013 is 

Swedish government's digital agenda for Sweden [14]. It means government web sites and 

Internet services should support IPv6. Swedish government has instructed the Swedish Post 

and Telecom agency (PTS) to come up with a plan how IPv6 can be deployed at authority 

level in December 2010. By June 2012 PTS got new assignment, to promote and follow up 

the deployment of IPv6 at governmental authorities [25]. Major Internet social network, 

search engines and mail services have started supporting fully IPv6 starting from world IPv6. 

Google, Yahoo and Facebook have already deployed IPv6 support for their services. Starting 

from late 2006 IPv6 deployment growth has changed its deployment phase from linear to 

exponential growth [26].  

2.4 IPv6 Stateless Autoconfiguration 
One of the goals of IPv6 autoconfiguration is to support plug and play. A node can become 

part of a network instantaneously by configuring its interface to a specific IPv6 addresses 

that belong to its newly joined network. So, with autoconfiguration enabled, a node can 

configure IPv6 addresses to its interface without the intervention of human or intermediate 

relay devices. IPv6 stateless and stateful autoconfiguration are the two types of IPv6 

autoconfiguration. In this section, stateless autoconfiguration will be discussed further.  

Stateless autoconfiguration is one of the most important additions to IPv6 features.  In IPv4 

and IPv6 a DHCP/v6 is used to assign an IP to a node other than the manual method. But, 

IPv6 added additional feature which enables a node and/or a router to negotiate and assign 

IPv6 address to the node without the need for DHCPv6 or manually. There is no equivalent 

for IPv6 autoconfiguration in IPv4 [27].  

The stateless autoconfiguration is a process comprises of the following steps undertaken by a 

network device for link-local address:  

Link-Local Address Generation - The device is assigned a link-local address as soon as 

IPv6 is enabled on the interface. This address doesn't need any router presence in the link; 

the host will create a link-local address with the format shown in Table 2-2. These are steps 

of generation not assignment. The interface ID could be generated randomly by the node or 

it could be generated form IEEE interface identifier using EUI-64 format. 

Table 2-2 Link local address 
1111111010 0 Interface ID 

10 54 bits 64 bits 

Link-Local Address Uniqueness Test - In this step, the node will ensures that the link-local 

address generated by it is not already used by any other node its link segment i.e. the address 

is tested for its uniqueness.  

Link-Local Address Assignment - Once the uniqueness test is done, the network interface 

will be assigned the link local address. The address becomes visible in the segment. This 

IPv6 address can't pass through a router. 
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The stateless autoconfiguration is a process comprises of the following steps undertaken by a 

network devices to configure global unicast address:  

Router Solicitation messages (RS) - The node device will send a router solicitation message 

to a local router to determine its next course of action in the autoconfiguration process. This 

message probes the router to generate a router advertisement message before the configured 

period for RA message multicast. 

Router Advertisement message (RA) - The node receives specific parameters from the router 

how to configure its global unicast address using the information from the RA message. RA 

message advertises the network prefix, preferred and valid lifetime and other parameters.  

The host can only get the network prefix information from the RA message the interface ID 

should be generated one of the following methods, it could be generated randomly by the 

node or it could be generated form IEEE interface identifier using EUI-64 format or it could 

generated manually or DHCPv6. Randomly generating interface ID is also known as IPv6 

stateless autoconfiguration with privacy extensions. Out of the above mentioned methods the 

random and EUI-64 format of generation interface ID will be further discussed here. 

2.4.1 IPv6 StatelessAutoconfiguration with EUI-64 Format  
In this method the router will advertised the network prefix information to the corresponding 

nodes that belong to that particular network. The network prefix comprises 64 bit of a 128 bit 

address leaving the rest 64 bit portion of the addres generated by the node and append it to 

the 64 bit network prefix information. 

In EUI-64 format generation of interface identifier, the 48 bit physical address of the node 

will be expanded to create 64 bit interface identifier [rfc4291]. IPv6 addresses created using 

EUI-64 format will have the IEEE interface identifier as a portion of the 64 Interface ID. 

Figure 2-1 shows that the MAC address 00:12:7F:EB:6B:40 is splitted in two 24 bits halves 

and FF:FE is inserted in the middle of the MAC address. The next step is to invert the 

universal/local (U/L) flag OUI portion of the address. Figure shows the steps mentioned 

above. The IEEE interface identifier is 48 bit long using EUI-64 format the 48 bit MAC 

address is turned into 64 bit Interface ID(host portion) of an IPv6 address.  

 

Figure 2-1 EUI-64 Format 
A node receiving an RA message advertising the network prefix 2001:db8:21:111::/64 with 

valid and preferred lifetimes will combine the above 64 bit interface ID to create a global 

unicast IPv6 address: 2001:DB8:21:111:0212:7FFF:FEEB:6B40/128. This IPv6 address is 

routable through a router and any eavesdropper over on an internet who can hear this 

communication can easily figure out the users MAC address from the captured IPv6 

addresses.  

Having a globally unique MAC address as part of the routable IPv6 address has privacy 

concerns. A stalker can easily track the where about of a user, the movement of the users 

between networks specially for mobile nodes like laptops, smartphones and PDAs since the 

their MAC will not change even if the network prefix keep changing   
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2.4.2 IPv6 Stateless Autconfiguration with Privacy Extension  
In this method the router will advertise the network prefix information to the corresponding 

nodes that belong to that particular network. The network prefix comprises 64 bit of a 128 bit 

address leaving the rest 64 bit portion of the addres to be generated by the node and append 

it to the 64 bit network prefix information 

In IPv6 stateless autoconfiguration with privacy extensions a random generation of interface 

identifier is adopted. The host portion of the 64 bit interface identifier in this case will be 

generated randomly from a random generator instead of using the physical interface 

indetifier (MAC address). This kind of interface indetifier generation will mitigate EUI-64 

format privacy concerns by using a random interface identifier which has no relation to the 

identity of the node whatsoever. Using random interface identifier will make the Interface ID 

portion of the IPv6 address anonymous to eavesdroppers.    

IPv6 stateless autoconfiguration with privacy extension will not only have a random IPv6 

address but it will make this randomly generated IP to be a temporary IPv6 address. 

Temporary IPv6 address will only last as an IP for a particular interface a period of time 

negotiated by node and a router which advertised an RA message containing lifetime 

information. A temporary IP when created in this method will have a Valid and Preferred 

lifetimes. 

Preferred Lifetime – In this period of time the IP address has been verified as unique. As a 

result, nodes can participate in data transaction (send and recieve) using a preferred IP 

address. When the time period expires the IP will become depracted in which case the IP 

can’t start new sessions but an exting session can still go on till the IP become invalid. 

Valid Lifetime – This lifetime is gearter or equal to the pereferred lifetime. This lifetime 

covers both the preferred and deprecated time periods. In this period unicast traffic can be 

send and receive using a valid IP address but during this time the IP address should also be 

preferred. A deprecated IP address can still be a valid IP address but it can’t be used to start a 

new sessions. 
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3 METHODOLOGY  
In this section the methodology adopted to answer the aforementioned research question will 

be discussed in detailed. Methodology and the corresponding testbed setup for IPv6 

dynamics, IPv6 supported applications and IPv6HoT tracking solution is presented 

sequencially in this chapter. 

3.1 Methodology and Setup for IPv6 Dynamics 
In order to answer our first research question pertaining to the implementation of IPv6 

privacy extensions on different OS and to find out user configurable parameters we need to 

create a testbed ideally with real systems and explore the IPv6 configurations. To bring in 

some understanding on the dynamics we need to force situations and observe the effects. It is 

also required to make situations repeatable, the result data is collected for analysis. Hence a 

feedback based test case design strategy is adopted. That is initially a set of test cases are 

taken up and implemented on the real systems. On the basis of the analysis of the results 

yielded further test cases are designed. The test cases are refined until the results yielded are 

analyzed and conclusions are drawn with maximum certainty or with possible fallouts 

acknowledged. 

 

In IPv6 privacy extension there will atleast be two kinds of IPv6 addresses. One is the 

temporary IPv6 addresses which are random and temporary the second is the public IPv6 

address which is permanent. Temporary IPv6 address will expire in due time when their 

lifetime expires and a new temporary IPv6 address will be generated with a particular 

lifetime. This thesis work investigates how the temporary IP addresses lifetimes are 

implemented in different operating system using [RFC 4941] as base reference. According to 

[RFC 4941] OS should follow the following guidlines when creating a new temporary IPv6 

address from the RA message: 

 The Valid Lifetime of the newly generataed temporary IPv6 address should be the 

lower of the Valid Lifetimes of the public address and TEMP_VALID_LIFETIME. 

 The Preferred Lifetime of the newly generataed temporary IPv6 address should be 

the lower of the Preferred Lifetime of the public address and 

TEMP_PREFERRED_LIFETIME - DESYNC_FACTOR. 

These two recommendations suggested the newly created temporary IPv6 address should 

have lifetimes (Valid and Preferred) smaller from what the router advertised and from what 

the user configured. Based on this RFC recommendation two types of tests cases were 

adpoted to investigate the implememnation of IPv6 privacy extensions in different operating 

systems. 

Test cases for Windows7 and Ubuntu10.04: 

1. Fix node’s Valid and Preferred lifetimes at a particular value and advertise smaller 

Valid and Preferred lifetime values than node’s value from the router. 

2. Fix node’s Valid and Preferred lifetime at a particular value and advertise lagrer 

Valid and Prferred lifetime values than node’s value from the router. 

For smaller advertised lifetimes, RA message will advertise Preferred and Valid lifetimes 

which are smaller than the node. At first stage many observation were performed on both 

operating systems by providing different Preferred and Valid lifetimes, in due time the 

observation were refined to only observation that could show interesting results or different 

from what other observation couldn’t show.   

  

Advantage of such a research strategy is that of the reliability of the results as the testing 

environment could be controlled better and hence recommendations could be made to real 
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world scenarios. Using simulators or emulators is another approach yet results yielded from 

them might have validity issues. On the other hand with simulators one could pile on 

complex systems with the aid of user friendly GUI while with real systems there is obvious 

limitations with infrastructure availability and need for hard-coding all device 

configurations.  

 

3.1.1 Testbed setup 
For testing the dynamics of IPv6 in different operating systems, we set up the test 

equipments as shown in the Figure1. The test set up comprises of hosts connected to Linux 

based router via a Cisco switch. All the nodes including the router are HP personal 

computers with AMD Athlon(tm) 64 processor 3200+ 2.00GHZ and 2GB RAM. One of the 

nodes is configured with Ubuntu10.04, GNU/Linux 2.6.32-38.generic kernel and i686 

machine while the other node is configured with Windows 7 service pack 1 operating on 

32bit. The router node is with GNU/Linux operating system and Linux 2.6.32-38-Server 

kernel and x86-64 machine. The switch used in this test bed is a Cisco Catalyst 2950 series 

switch with 48 ports. Quagga is used as routing suite with core daemon called Zebra running 

on the Linux (Ubuntu 10.04 server) host acting as router which from now on addressed as a 

'router'. The router provides an IPv6 subnet connected to a switch, which is then connected 

to Windows 7 and Ubuntu 10.04 operating systems running nodes. 

 
 

Once the physical connections shown in figure 1 are made, the router is IPv6 enabled on its 

interface and configured with IPv6 address 2001:db8:21:111::1/64 as its IPv6 address on its 

interface connected to the switch,. In stateless autoconfiguration the router should advertise 

the prefix to the host connected to the router. As a result, the network prefix 

2001:db8:21:111::/64 is configured to be advertised to neighbor nodes through the Router 

Advertisement message every 200sec(default). The RA message advertisement includes 

prefix information, Valid and Preferred lifetimes, and type of autoconfiguration to use by the 

host. On the Host PCs all the user controllable IPv6 stateless auto-configurations are 

assigned as per the test case requirement from a command line. But, in both operating 

systems IPv6 privacy extensions must be enabled. In Ubuntu10.04 IPv6 is not enabled by 

default, but in Windows it is enabled by default . So, enable IPv6 privacy extension on 

Ubuntu10.04 before starting any kind of test. The Cisco switch used in the experiment is a 

plug and play switch and hence easy to use with almost nothing or minimum configuration 

needed. On initiating each test case the parameter changes are monitored and made note of.  

3.2 Methodology and Setup for Application 
 

To answer the second research question; What are the implicit effects of method of 

implementation of IPv6 privacy extension on various applications such as video streaming, 

file transfer and ping, we have created a real Ethernet LAN testbed as show in figure 3.2. 

Two methodologies were used to answer this particular research question, a network 

simulator GNS3 and an Ethernet testbed. Experimenting on Internet service application 

 
Figure 3-1 Testbed Setup for IPv6 Dynamics 

Figure 1 Testbed Setup for IPv6 Dynamics 
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using a real testbed will make the results more reliable and valid than the simulation or the 

emulators.  

In our choice of applications (Ping, FTP, HTTP and RTP streaming) we make sure to include 

applications that are used to troubleshoot a network aswell as mostly used applications for 

data transfer in a local area networked environment, applications which run over TCP or 

UDP transport protocols, and streaming applications since it has become the most sought 

after in recent days. All these applications support IPv6. 

Most of the applications stated earlier are client server applications as a result; the testbed is 

configured in a client server model where one application is configured as a server on one 

host, while the client application is configured to run on the other host. In FTP and streaming 

applications, the server side of the application is configured with a public or a temporary IP 

to listen for incoming request from the client applications. The client side of the application 

will bind the server's IP and port to send a request to the server. For ping test case, one host 

can ping the other host's IP whether temporary IP or Public IP without prior server client 

configurations. 

All the measurements are done on the end systems Ubuntu10.04 and Windows 7 for each 

application test case. Tcpdump for Ubuntu10.04 and Windump for Windows are the 

proposed packet capturing tools. In this work the idea is to investigate the effect on the 

application due to some of the unique characteristics of IPv6 privacy extension methods of 

implementation. It is found upon preliminary investigation that the most consequential part 

of the IPv6 privacy extension is the expiry of the temporary IP .Hence it is decided to 

investigate as to what happens to ongoing session when there is a change of temporary IP; 

does it result in session breaking permanently or interruption of session for a while. During 

each application test cases we have captured the packets on both end systems, Ubuntu10.04 

and Windows7. The trace file collected from both endpoints, will be used to compare both 

sessions. Captured bytes by Windump in some application can be smaller, this will lead for 

Windump trace file to have multiple packets more than the one captured by tcpdump. After 

capturing data for each application, the tcpdump data is analyzed using wireshark for better 

visualization and graphing. To answer the research question, a graphical visualization is 

important. Since the purpose is to see what will happen to ongoing session where there is a 

change of IP either in a client side or server side. In wireshark I/O graph the packets/tick is 

used to measure how much packets have passed during a tick (10sec). Our study focus is on 

observing any disruption in ongoing session not on measuring the amount of data being 

transferred. 

Tcpdump is chosen as data collecting tool since it is one the most commonly used data 

collection tool for network monitoring in both professional aswell as research 

areas.Wireshark is used for visualization as its IO graph characteristics gives out very clear 

idea of the behavior of ongoing communication between client server applications.Further 

more Microsoft Excel is chosen in place of matlab for simplicity in extrapolating the graphs.  

 

 

PING 

Test Scenario: 

1. Ping a Temporary IP: Ping from Ubuntu10.04 to Windows7's Temporary IPv6 

address or ping from Windows 7 to Ubuntu10.04's Temporary IPv6 address. 

2. Ping a Public IP: ping from Ubuntu10.04 to Windows7's Public IP or ping from 

Windows 7 to Ubuntu10.04's Public IP address. 

In each of the test cases, the capturing tools, Windump or tcpdump, is started before the ping 

application. In each of the test cases, ping and tcpdump/Windump run till temporary IP 

address became invalid. 
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FTP 

Test Scenario: 

1. FTP Server listening on a Temporary IPv6 address: Server is configured to run on a 

temporary IPv6 address of Windows 7 or Ubuntu10.04. The client application will 

send file transfer request to the Temporary IP address of the server. 

2. FTP Server listening on a Public IPv6 address server: Server is configured to run on 

a Public IPv6 address of Windows 7 or Ubuntu10.04. Client is running on a 

Temporary IPv6 address will send a request to the server using the Public IP 

addresses. 

There are different FTP applications in different operating systems, server or client. In 

Windows we have configured the built-in FTP application as a server to listen for incoming 

FTP requests, as client to send request to FTP server. Ubuntu10.04 uses LFTP as a client 

which a robust and more versatile application than a built-in FTP applications, as a server we   

have configured vsftpd daemon which supports both IPv4 and IPv6 listening.  

Windows 7 is configured as a server with a Public IP; the current Public IP is binded with 

port 21 and starts listening. While with Ubunut10.04 there is no specific binding of IP. The 

daemon will listen on all IP's available to the listening interface. So it is the client which is 

going to decide which IP it is going to connect to.  

Before starting the test 3.2GB video file to transfer from the server to the client is prepared. 

The valid and preferred lifetimes chosen for this experiment takes into consideration the size 

of the file. The file size must be big enough to witness the removal temporary IP address 

from the interface. That is the session must go on till the IP gets removed. The video file is 

placed in a FTP folder where the server is configured to access for Widows 7. While In 

Ubuntu10.04 cases the file can be placed anywhere you want. The next thing to do after 

preparing the setup is starting tcpdump and Windump on the respective systems before file 

transferring begins.  

HTTP 

VLC media player is used to test HTTP's behavior in IPv6 privacy extension configured 

network. HTTP streaming is where one host streams a file type supported by VLC to another 

host using HTTP file transferring protocol. 

Test Scenario: 

1. Streaming with a Public IP: There are two cases here, the server can be Ubuntu10.04 

or Windows 7 where VLC is configured with Public IP and stream a file to a client.  

2. Streaming with a Temporary IP: A Server configured with Temporary IP streaming 

to a client. There are two cases here; the server can be Ubuntu10.04 or Windows 7. 

The capturing tools, Windump and tcpdump, must be started before the actual file streaming 

begins. In case of streaming, the server (the one streaming) should start streaming the video 

then the client will capture the streaming afterwards. 

RTP 

This protocol is based on UDP protocol as such the configuration is a bit different from 

HTTP in VLC. This application is configured to stream to Public or Temporary IP. In RTP, 

the VLC server is configured with the IP to which it is going to stream to. That means the 

clients IP should be configured in the server VLC. As a result, the server VLC will stream to 

that specific IP. 

Test Scenario: 

1. Streaming to a Public IP 

2. Streaming to a Temporary IP 
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Start the capturing tools on both end point sytems before streaming to a client.  

3.2.1 Testbed Setup  
The test bed comprises one Windows 7 host one Ubuntu10.04 host and Ubuntu10.04 server 

host which is running as a router and a layer 2 Ethernet Cisco switch. The interconnection 

between the test devices is show in Figure 3-2.     

The client and server node are equipped with Ubuntu10.04, Windows 7, Wireshark, 

tcpdump, Windump, vsftpd, and VLC media player. All the nodes including the router are 

HP personal computers with AMD Athlon(tm) 64 processor 3200+ 2.00GHZ and 2GB 

RAM. One of the nodes is configured with Ubuntu10.04, GNU/Linux 2.6.32-38.generic 

kernel and i686 machine while the other node is configured with Windows 7 service pack 1 

operating on 32bit. The router node is with GNU/Linux operating system and Linux 2.6.32-

38-Server kernel and x86-64 machine. Quagga is used as routing suite with core daemon 

called Zebra running on the Linux (Ubuntu 10.04 server) host acting as router. The switch 

used in this testbed is a Cisco Catalyst 2950 series switch with 48 ports.  VLC media player 

1.1.13 The Luggage is used in Ubunut10.04 while VLC media player 2.0.2 Twoflower is 

installed in Windos7.  

 
 

3.2.2 Time Synchronization 
Since the proposed testbed is an isolated system with no Internet connections, an external 

time server to synchronize the time between nodes is not possible and having real time sync 

has limited significance in this work. As a result, we have configured NTP to synchronize 

the router, the Windows nodes locally to Ubuntu10.04 node. Ubuntu10.04 is a time server 

and the router and Windows nodes are time clients which are in sync with Ubuntu10.04 

advertised times. Time synchronization will make the comparison and analysis of trace files 

on windows and Linux more reliable. 

3.3 Methodology and Setup for Tracking 
Our hypothesis is that ,by carefully correlating the various Physical,Network and Transport 

layer information provided by the switches and routers using SNMP , the IPv6 privacy 

extension enabled hosts can be tracked from their IP address.To illustrate the method of 

tracking we design a tracking solution for a network topology based on our campus 

network.Our tracking solution is named IPv6HoT(IPv6Host Tracker). 

 

 This work illustrates the tracking methodology by designing a web based solution which can 

track a host with Temporary IPv6 address. Our proposed solution is simple and easy to 

deploy in an Ethernet LAN network. Figure 3-3 shows the design of IPv6HoT tracking 

 
Figure 3-2 Testbed Setup for IPv6 Applications 
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solution where we have four major components. The GUI is where the administrator and 

application interact to retrieve IPv6 to MAC combination. Mysql is used for IPv6HoT 

tracking database to store SNMP responses in a formatted and organized manner. The Perl 

modules are the major application back-bone running in the background server for retrieving 

and storing the SNMP information in the database. Routers as show in the Figure 3-3 is 

SNMP enabled where the perl modules get the MIB informations. 

 
Figure 3-3 IPv6HoT Design 
 

 

3.3.1  IPv6HoT 

Administrators face stiff challenges because of temporary IPv6 addressing. One of the many 

challenges is the inability of relating ones IPv6 address at particular time to its associated 

MAC address. If some malicious user violates the network policy of an organization by 

accessing some services or attacked a system. It is the administrator’s responsibility to track 

down the responsible users and take the necessary precautions. There are many IPv4 host 

tracking solutions. The old fashion ARP is one of the methods where administrator track 

down the MAC address from IPv4 addresses. ARP is used by host on the same link to 

resolve their MAC addresses from a corresponding IPv4 addresses. If the network 

administrator knows the IPv4 address of a suspected host, then getting its corresponding 

MAC addresses is easy. Since, hosts do not change their IPv4 addresses as IPv6 privacy 

extension enabled hosts do.IPv4 Hosts MAC addresses can be resolved  by looking  up the 

ARP table of the neighbor table or by sending ARP request if the table is flushed. But if the 

attacker uses a randomly changing IPv6 address, the log files and other traffic captures 

collected by administrators will be useless to track down malicious user. Because by the time 

the administrator try to resolve the MAC address of the attacker, the attacker IPv6 address 

might have changed to different IPv6 address. 

 

IPv6HoT solution will calm the frustration of network administrators by providing a way of 

mitigating the problem of randomly changing IPv6 addresses by using Neighbor Discovery 

Protocol 

(NDP) and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). The main protocol used in a 

design of IPv6HoT is the NDP. NDP will provide us the combination of IPv6 and the MAC 

addresses we need to track a specific host in the network. An interconnected device should 

have memory cache where it stores the list of nodes connected on the same link segment. 

NDP will provide host and routers the capability of resolving MAC addresses to IPv6 

addresses. 
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IPv6HoT have three components, one is the management station and the other is the agent, 

which is the router. The management station will periodically probe the agent for information 

using SNMP and the agent will send the response to the management stations. The third 

component is the database, where the probed SNMP information are compared and stored in 

relational databases for later access by administrator. 

3.3.1.1  IPv6 and MAC   

 In the IPv6HoT solution, the database will store IPv6 and MAC address combinations 

gathered from the agent router. The router will implement NDP protocol to gather all 

communicating device’s MAC and IPV6 address combinations and store them in the 

neighbor table. If a host happens to make any communication using its temporary IPv6 

address then its IPv6 address and MAC address combination will be registered in neighbor 

table. 

The fact that, a router will store node's IPv6 and MAC combination indefinitely unless the 

node is probed for communication from another host( RFC4941), will make it easy for 

IPv6HoT implementation. Routers hold neighbor table node information even if the node is 

in stale mode for long time. Usually in campus networks most user try to access a server or 

the Internet not each other or another computer in that same network. Because of this most 

stale modes will be present indefinitely unless removed due to space shortage by garbage-

collection function. 

This IPv6 neighbor table is collected using SNMP periodically and stored in in the database. 

Collection time is important because of the possibility of changing IPv6 address and the 

removal of lists from the neighbor table. In IPv6HoT design it is assumed that the 

administrator has the capability of configuring the preferred lifetime and valid lifetime which 

will take effect in the host. This can be achieved by configuring the router to advertise lower 

values of preferred and valid lifetime of the hosts connected. In this case, the IPv6HoT 

manager is run twice between the expiries of preferred lifetime. Running it twice before the 

IP gets expired gives the advantage of not missing any IPv6 and MAC addresses. 

3.3.1.2 Neighbor Discovery Protocol 

IPv6HoT is designed on the fundamental idea of IPv6 Neighbor Discovery Protocol. IPv6 

Neighbor Discovery protocol is used by nodes residing on the same link to discover the 

presence of one another, to learn each other’s link-layer addresses, to locate routers on the 

link, and to maintain reachability information about each other [36]. 

NDP uses five ICMPv6 packet types to accomplish its objectives. Router advertisement and 

router solicitation messages, Neighbor solicitation and neighbor advertisement and the fifth 

ICMPv6 packet is the redirect packet type. These five packet types will be described briefly 

with the help of a diagram.  

Router Advertisement Message (RA): This packet is sent out by a router periodically or 

upon the request of a neighbor solicitation message. Configured parameters in router which 

need to be conveyed to a node connected to same segment will be transferred with help of 

RA. Valid and preferred lifetime, on-link or stateful addressing and prefix information are 

some of the parameters configured to be sent to host using RA. 

Router Solicitation Message (RS): In this ICMPv6 message the hosts sends a request to 

routers to generate router advertisement message before its periodical schedule. Mostly a 

new host coming to a network will most probable do RS to get the prefix and other 

parameters from RA message? 

Neighbor Solicitation Message (NS): Nodes will exchange link-layer addresses upon a 

request. A node with a data to send to another node, whose IP is known, need to resolve the 

IP to a link-layer address. Basically a packet traverses from node to node using its link-layer 
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address. So, it is important for a host to resolve IPv6 address to a corresponding MAC 

address for nodes on the same link. NS is a request sent to a node seeking its link-layer 

address. The requesting node will put its link-layer address as well in the packet, otherwise it 

will not get the neighbor advertisement message send by the node. It is solicited multicast. 

Neighbor Advertisement Message (NA): This message is a response to NS message. The 

link-layer address will be put in the source address and this being a unicast transmission, 

only the host which sends a NS will receive a NA message. But there are times when a host 

changes its link-layer address that host will send NA message which is unsolicited multicast 

message. NS and NA are the main messages in focus because our implementation is based 

on the routers capability of building their neighbor table using this specification provided by 

RFC. The visual aid following is mostly a deployed case for Cisco nodes. 

Figure 3-4 explains the process of how hosts on same link get each other’s link-layer 

addresses. Host A has data that needs to be sent to host B. Of course host A have the IPv6 

address of host B which is 2001:DB8:21:111::2. But to send data to any node on the same 

link one need to know its link-layer address. So, host A has to send NS message to host B. 

As can be seen from the diagram host A will also include its MAC address in NS message 

for the return journey. In this particular case, the NS message is sent to solicited multicast 

group which is different from IPv4 ARP broadcast messages. It only sends to some specific 

group of nodes which share a same solicited multicast address. Every other host except host 

B will discard this message, since the IPv6 in the destination matches its IP. A NA message 

will be prepared to be sent to host B accordingly. In the data section of the NA message host 

B's MAC address will be added as a unicast message.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It only gets sent to the host A which send a NS request. After the exchange of NS and NA 

these two hosts can send data to each other using the new learned MAC addresses. Both 

MAC and IPv6 addresses will be registered in neighbor cache. 

 Besides the exchange of link-layer address, neighbor solicitation NS is used to detect the 

reachability of a neighbor. This message is a unicast message which will be directed to a 

node whose state is not known. Due to many reasons including system, hardware, link failure 

or some sort of configuration faults, neighbor may lose their connection to a neighbor. In 

these cases, nodes will actively probe the neighbor node in question for reachability. 

Neighbor reachability is confirmed using two methods one is using the upper layer 

applications (acknowledgements in TCP) and the second is NA response message for NS 

message. Neighbor reachability is not confirmed with the arrival of router advertisement or 

NA message which is not solicited by the node. Neighbor reachability is done from the node 

direction to the neighbor; it means that the node which needs to check the reachability of a 

node should initiate the reachability processes and wait for confirmation. But if there are 

 
Figure 3-4 Neighbor Discovery Protocol 
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messages which are not solicited by the node, these messages cannot be used to confirm 

reachability of the node.  

All the above exchange of neighbor solicitation and neighbor advertisement messages 

between neighbors, will lead to creation of the neighbor table. The table has the IPv6 

address, MAC address, age, state, and interface stored in memory cache of the node.  

Every time a node want to send data to neighbor or to the Internet it will consult the neighbor 

table for IPv6 to MAC addresses combinations. 

Figure 3-5 show the neighbor table of host A in the above example. The IPv6 address is the 

address present in the neighbor table. Age describes how long the remote host was 

considered reachable in minutes. MAC address is the MAC address of the corresponding 

IPv6 address. State will describe the nodes reachability status.  Interface refers to which of 

the node interfaces that this neighbor information are learned from. This is the information 

our IPv6HoT based, and queries to get the combination of IPv6 address to MAC address 

combinations. 

One other important factor in the design of IPv6HoT tracking solution is the state in the 

neighbor table.  There are five states in the neighbor IPv6 to MAC address information can 

be in.  

INCOMPLETE: The node sends neighbor solicitation message but does not receive the 

corresponding neighbor advertisement message back.  

REACHABLE: A neighbor advertisement is received for the neighbor solicitation message 

send by the same node within the reachable time interval. 

STALE: more than ReachableTime milliseconds have elapsed without any conformational 

from the neighbor. This entry should not be verified until traffic is sent to this particular 

node. That is a node in a STALE state will remain stale despite the elapsed time unless 

traffic is addressed to this particular node. [36]. 

DELAY:  The entry is not known to be reachable recently and traffic is sent to this node. 

But NS are delay for short period of time to give time for upper application or protocol to 

confirm the reachability of the node. [36] 

PROBE: If no response comes for the delay state, Neighbor Solicitations is send until a 

reachability confirmation is received. [36] 

 

IPv6 Neighbor Discovery protocol is used by nodes that reside on the same link to discover 

the presence of one another, to learn each others’ link-layer addresses, to locate routers on 

the same link, and to maintain reachability information about each other. 

3.3.1.3 MAC and Switch Port 

After getting the right MAC address the next step is to find where exactly the host is located. 

IPv6HoT suggests this to be done off line, because campus network comprises multiple hosts 

connected to multiple switches. Probing multiple switches for MAC to port combination 

periodically might affect the performance of the network. Since network administrator uses a 

radius or domain system where each MAC to port is registered and binded to switch port. 

BTH Ethernet network binds the MAC addresses to switch port. As a result, IPv6HoT will 

not probe switches for information on MAC-to-Port combination and hence will not affect 

 
Figure 3-5 IPv6 Neighbor Table 
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the network performance. 

Per our design, the MAC-to-Port combination should be provided as a file in the MAC-to-

Port order to IPv6HoT system. This will be stored in the database, mac_to_port table. When 

the administrator requests an IPv6 to MAC combination by providing IPv6 address, 

IPv6HoT will process the query and display IPv6 address, corresponding MAC address (es), 

corresponding switch port numbers and a time range in which this IPv6 address is assigned 

to this particular host. 

MAC address spoofing is the main concern in the IPv6HoT solution. In MAC address 

spoofing an attacker or non-authorized user impersonate legitimate host B's MAC address. 

The attacker using the spoofed MAC address will try to communicate with host A which was 

communicating with host B. Because of the spoofed address host A will communicate with 

the attacker assuming it is communicating with host B. This kind of attack will result in a 

false positive in our IPv6HoT solution. But there is a way to work around this security attack 

in simple steps of configurations. Network administrators need the less dynamic method, 

which is to program the MAC address binding as static. This stops any other MAC from 

working on a port, ever [28]. In case of BTH Ethernet campus network the MAC addresses 

are binded to a switch port. It means that any other host trying to connect to the switch port 

can connect get services from the switches. This binding action will remedy the MAC 

address spoofing attack subsequently our IPv6HoTmanagement system will have valid IPv6 

to MAC address combinations. Since administrator have the list of MAC addresses and port 

combinations they can easily relate the MAC addresses from the IPv6 to MAC combination 

to find the exact physical location on the switch ports or the administrator can provide the 

MAC to port file to IPv6HoT. 

3.3.1.4  Database 

Every SNMP response needs to be stored in a systematic storage, which makes retrieval of 

data from a table easier. When tables are designed, extra care must be taken to ensure our 

design does not affect the performance of the database and the expandability of the database. 

If a flat database design is used where there will be many files and large amount of SNMP 

data, searching for particular information will be resource intensive and the effect on the 

performance of the search will be great. 

 

In IPv6HoT management solution, a relational databases, which organizes different related 

tables in the database is proposed. For a database to store large amount of data, and to be 

effectively retrieve required data one must create a relationship among the tables of the 

relational database. In IPv6Hot database design we make sure the tables created follow the 

main objectives of the relational database design rules that are eliminate data redundancy and 

to make sure data integrity and accuracy. In IPv6HoT database design, normalization 

guidelines are used to check if our table designs are structurally correct and are optimal. 

 

Even if IPv6HoT database doesn't contain many tables, normalization and relational database 

objectives are met because each table in the management database can have huge amount of 

data. A relational database with three tables will be created to store IPv6 to MAC 

combinations for later access. IPv6HoT stores every response it gets from the agent into the 

database. There are three different tables which are related one to another. The first table is 

ipv6_mac table which stores the SNMP response from agent. This table will store the raw 

data as it is for later processes. The next table is the mac_to_port table which stores MAC to 

port combination from a macToport file for later use .The refin_iptomac table which holds 

IPv6 and MAC combination after the other tables are processed and stored in this table. The 

last table is where the administrator will query its information. 

3.3.1.5 SNMP 

The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an Internet-standard protocol for 
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managing devices on IP networks [31]. Many kinds of devices support SNMP, including 

routers, switches, servers, workstations, printers, modem racks, and uninterruptible power 

supplies (UPSs)[32].  SNMP managed network should at least have three components: 

managed device, agents and management station (manager). The managed network is the 

home for managed devices where SNMP agent resides. SNMP agents collect information 

about the managed device and through the use of SNMP it will forward the information to 

the network management station, the manager. 

 

In modern days, management information from the controlled device to network 

management station needs to be secured because of prevalent security attacks. Administrator 

would prefer a more secure protocol a more secure application for their systems. 

Unfortunately the most used and popular protocol, SNMPv1 used for network management 

is vulnerable to many security threats. To alleviate this IETF proposed a new and improved 

protocol which authenticates users and encrypt network's management information, called 

SNMPv3. 

 

IPv6HoT solution use SNMPv2c for getting IPv6 neighbor table information from network 

routers. In this solution we do not implement the most secure of all SNMP's, SNMPv3 for 

reasons of complexities and availability of devices supporting this version. So, we used the 

next best protocol SNMPv2c. As a recommendation, it is better to implement SNMPv3 

capable equipment on the network so that the network management information is secure 

and that same information is accessed by authorized user only. 

 

Using SNMP to get IPv6 neighbor table have some drawbacks like undefined MIB objects in 

some equipments. Many devices are yet to define IPv6 related MIBs to their devices. So, 

there is a possibility that some network devices will send a “no object is defined on this 

MIB” SNMP response that to management. IPv6HoT is tested for compatibility on Cisco and 

Juniper routers. Other implementation might need checking MIB objects before 

implementing IPv6HoT in the network. 

3.3.1.6  Time Synchronization 

Every device connected in a network has internal clock frequency which may be counting in 

different rate. In the due course, due to the difference in the internal clock rates, devices set 

to the same time initially, will end up having different time. Having different time on 

different devices in the same network will affect the IPv6HoT solution, especially if this 

difference occurs between the router and the log servers. All the session and actions of a user 

is logged into log servers for later use. IPv6HoT will provide administrators a IPv6 to MAC 

address combination after processing a range of time interval during which this combination 

happened. Comparing this with information in log files, administrator can have the full 

picture about the attack or the misuse. But, if these two systems are unsynchronized in time, 

the output might mislead administrators. 

To alleviate this difference in time one can use the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [33] which 

is a standard way to synchronize devices time in a network. The protocol provides a 

centralized time server so that the entire client connected to this time server will have the 

same internal clock rate. This will keep the connected device to be synchronized with one 

another in nanoseconds precision. NTP is implemented in the devices on the network and not 

in the IPv6HoT module. Hence the router, the IPv6HoT management host and the log servers 

should be synchronized for tracking with precision. 

In IPv6HoT solution, the time synchronization is not provided by the tracking module, 

instead the devices like hosts, routers and server involved in the network should be 

synchronized using the Network Time Protocol (NTP). Since in our tracking solution the 

client involvement is less there is no need to synchronize all the host clients to router and the 

management host. But, the router, log servers and the management host where IPv6HoT is 

running should be synchronized. The router is the SNMP agent and management host is the 
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SNMP manager, these two needs to be synchronized with the log server where user's profile 

and action are registered. 
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In this section the observation results will be unrevield and analyzed for IPv6 dynamics and 

IPv6 applications.  

4.1 IPv6 Dynamics in Windows 7 
Our first objective is to find out the user configurable parameters in IPv6 privacy extension 

enabled windows 7 and their default values. The configurable parameters of IPv6 privacy 

extension are captured from a Windows 7 host configured with an IPv6 subnet and the 

results are tabulated in Table 4-1. 

 

Table 4-1  Configurable Parameters 
State Whether temporary addresses are enabled 

maxdadattempts Duplicate address detection attempts. 

maxvalidlifetime Maximum lifetime over which a temporary address is valid. 

maxpreferredlifetime Maximum lifetime over which a temporary is preferred. 

regeneratetime Time prior to deprecating a temporary address when a new 

address is generated 

maxrandomtime Upper bound to use when computing a random delay at startup 

time. 

Store Active: change only lasts until next boot. 

Persistent: change is persistent 

 

 

The default values of IPv6 privacy extension are shown in Table 4-2. 

 

Table 4-2 Privacy Extension Default Values for Windows7 
Use Temporary Address enabled 

Duplicate Address Detection attempts 5 

Maximum Valid Lifetime 7d 

Maximum Preferred Lifetime 1d 

Regenerate Time 5s 

Maximum Random Time 10m 

Random Time 0s 

 

When creating a temporary address, the Valid Lifetime of the temporary address is the lower 

of the Valid Lifetime of the public address or TEMP_VALID_LIFETIME (host configured 

temporary valid lifetime). The Preferred Lifetime of the temporary address is the lower of 

the Preferred Lifetime of the public address or TEMP_PREFERRED_LIFETIME – 

DESYNC_FACTOR [34]. Based on this RFC statement two scenarios were adopted to 

clearly understand the dynamics of IPv6 implemetations: 

 In the first scenario the router advertised lifetimes greater than the host’s configured 

lifetimes. 

  In the second scenario the router advertised lifetimes smaller than the host 

configured lifetimes. 
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In both test scenarios the host's preferred and valid lifetimes are set to be constant values, it 

is the content of the RA message value that keeps on changing. To accomplish both test 

scenario the router is configured to advertise the 2001:db8:21:111::/64 prefix at an interval 

of 200s. All IPv6 dynamics test scenarios uses these router configurations unless stated 

otherwise. 

4.1.1 Smaller Advertised Lifetimes 
In this survey the router is configured to advertise preferred and valid lifetimes which are 

smaller than that of the host's preferred and valid life times. In this configuration, Windows 7 

host’s IPv6 parameters are set to the default values except the Valid and Preferred lifetimes. 

The host’s preferred and valid lifetimes are set to a particular value while the router 

advertised different values. As show in Table 4-3, Windows 7 is configured with 700s and 

800s preferred and valid lifetime respectively. 

C:\ipv6>netsh ipv6 interface show address 

Screen shots are saved for detailed observation and documentation from the outputs of the 

corresponding command shown above. The parts of the host screen outputs are displayed 

here to throw light on the implementation and make the discussion more meaningful. In this 

particular test scenario, starting from less than the host’s valid and preferred lifetimes till it is 

greater than RA message interval, we conducted the test. But Table 4-4 presents some of the 

combinations of router’s advertised Preferred and Valid lifetimes which we conduct a survey 

for and these combinations are enough to show the behavior of IPv6 implemenation in 

Windows7. 

Table 4-3  Host Privacy Configuration 

temp_prefered_lft 700s 

temp_valid_lft 800s 

 

 

 

4.1.1.1 Observation 1: Valid lifetime=750s; Preferred lifetime=650s 

The advertised router lifetimes are smaller than the host valid and preferred lifetimes; as a 

result, the Temporary IPv6 address will have the valid and preferred lifetime of the router 

which is 750s and 650s respectively as shown in Figure 4.1This phenomenon, where both 

the newly created temporary IP 2001:db8:21:d899:a58b:e0a6:5db4 and the public IP 

2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:3b98:65e5 has valid and preferred lifetime of the routers is show 

in the Figure 4.1. 

Table 4-4  Router Prefix Configuration  

Observation Advertised Preferred lifetime (s)  Advertised Valid lifetime (s) 

1 650 750 

2 600 700 

3 550 650 

4 500 600 

5 500 550 

6 400 450 
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In Figure 4-18 it can be seen that the IP 2001:db8:21:d899:a58b:e0a6:5db4 has a valid life 

time of 12m29s (approx. 750s) and Preferred life time of 10m49s (approx. 650s). On a 

subsequent arrival of RA message(s) the Preferred and Valid lifetime of the Temporary IP 

will end up having the same value. Before both values become the same RA message arrival 

update the Valid and Preferred lifetime of the Temporary IP address. This phenomenon can 

be seen from Figure 4-2 

 

In Figure 4-2 it is seen that with the arrival of a subsequent RA messages the valid and 

preferred lifetimes of the public IP are reset to router advertised valid and preferred 

lifetime’s value. The valid and preferred lifetimes of the temporary IP address 

2001:db8:21:111:d899:a58b:e0a6:5db4 also became the same. But after this equalization, 

both valid and preferred lifetimes of the temporary IP address keeps on decreasing till they 

both get invalid and removed from the interfaces and new temporary IP 

(2001:db8:21:111:5505:fa72 :74f1:c9a1) with lifetime of lower of the routers or public will 

be created as show in Figure 4-3. The Temporary IP in this case takes the life time equal to 

that of the current public IP. 

 

 

In this observation the RA message arrival does not only update the lifetime of the public’s 

IP lifetime but also the lifetime of the temporary IPv6 addresses as well. 

The rest of the observation from observation 2 to 6 it is stated in detail in the appendix8.1.1. 

In all observations, when the host configured value of lifetime is larger than the router 

advertised lifetimes the following main points are observered: 

 The newly created temporary IP has the lifetime of the router advertised lifetime. 

 RA arrivals update the lifetime of the public and temporary IP address. 

 RA arrivals, depending on the node’s values of Valid and Preferred lifetime, it sets 

the Valid and the Preferred lifetime to the same value. 

 After equalization of the Valid and Preferred lifetime of the temporary IP address, 

both lifetimes keep decreasing and became invalid. Since both valid and preferred 

 
Figure 4-3  Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address 

 

 
Figure 4-2 Equal Valid and Preferred Lifetimes 

 

 
Figure 4-1 Initial Configuration of Temporary and Public IPv6 addresses 
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lifetiems expires at the same time there is no sign of deprecated IP, it will just 

became invalid and removed from the interface. 

 When router advertised Valid and Preferred lifetime Valid and Preferred lifetime 

decreases, number of RA messages updating the lifetime without setting the valid 

and preferred lifetime increases. This means even if the newly created temporary IP 

takes the lifetime of the router’s lifetime, it will not become invalid based on that 

time only. The expiration of an IP highly depends on the node’s configurations. 

Figure 4-4 shows when router advertised lifetimes get smaller and smaller the RA 

message compensates this situation by consecutively updating the lifetimes. Figure 

4-4 sole purpose is sole purpose is to demonstrate the behavior and it is not drawn to 

scales. 

 

Figure 4-4 Number of RA message 
    

4.1.2 Larger Advertised Lifetimes 
In this scenario the host's valid and preferred lifetimes are smaller than the advertised 

lifetimes. In this survey the router was configured to advertise Preferred and Valid lifetimes 

which are larger than that of the host's Preferred and Valid life times. In this configuration 

the host IPv6 parameters are set to the default values and only the Valid and Preferred 

lifetimes are set to a particular values. The host’s preferred and valid lifetimes are set to one 

specific value, while the router advertised values set to different value for each test case. 

Table 4-5 shows host’s Valid and Preferred lifetime configurations used in this test 

scenarios. 

Table 4-5 Host Preferred and Valid Lifetime Setup 

temp_preferred_lft 700s 

temp_valid_lft 800s 

 

Table 4-6 shows observation scenrios for the advertised router values which are larger than 

the host configured lifetimes. 
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Table 4-6  Router Prefix Configuration 

Observation Advertised Preferred lifetime (s) Advertised Valid lifetime (s) 

1 750 850 

2 800 900 

3 850 950 

4 900 1000 

5 950 1050 

6 1000 1100 

4.1.2.1 Observation 1: Valid Lifetime = 850s; Preferred Lifetime = 750s 

 
 

Figure 4-5gives the initial output of observation one. As can be seen from the Figure 4-5 

while the public IP 2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:3b98:65e5 is shown with valid lifetime of 

time 14m8s (850s approx) and preferred lifetime of 12m28s (750s approx), the temporary IP 

2001:db8:21:111:eo3e:459a:be74:749e has valid life and preferred lifetime 13m18s (800s) 

and 11m38s (700s). This shows that while the public IP takes the life time values advertised 

by the router, the temporary IP takes the host configured values as they happen to be smaller 

compared to router advertised ones. This is in line with the RFC 4941 recommendation.  

 

In Figure 4-6 it could be seen that when the valid and preferred life times of the existing 

temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:e03e:459a:be74:749e is 3 sec itself a new temporary IP i.e. 

2001:db8:21:111:c016:7461:5b2d:9828 coexists. This behavior is in line with RFC 4941 

recommendation that a new temporary IP be created before a specific time known as the 

maxregenerate to the expiry of the existing temporary IP. This phenomenon is reflected in 

Figure 4.6 where both the newly created temporary IP 

2001:db8:21:111:c016:7461:5b2d:9828 and the public IP 

2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:3b98:65e5.                               

 
Figure 4-6 Equal Valid and Preferred Lifetimes 

 
Figure 4-5 Initial Configuration of Temporary and Public IPv6 addresses 
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In Figure 4-7 one could notice that subsequently the old temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111: 

e03e:459a:be74:749e has expired and public IP has valid and preferred life times of 13m20s 

(850s approx) and 11m40s (750s approx) whereas the temporary IP 

2001:db8:21:111:c016:7461:5b2d:9828 has a valid lifetime of 12m24s (800s aprox) and 

preferred lifetime of 11m40s (700s approx) respectively. This phenomenon could be 

attributed to the RFC recommendation that the temporary IP takes the lower of the host 

configured and router advertised lifetimes.  Public IP always takes the router advertised 

lifetime.   

Observations 2 to 6 were tested exhibits the same results as observation 1. These 

observations are given in the appendix8.1.2. 

4.1.3 Special Test cases 
In this section, in order to explore more responses from the implementation of IPv6 Privacy 

extension apart from mere changes to valid lifetime and preferred lifetime we tweak certain 

other factors which we suspect would lead to some interesting responses. It would also pave 

way to have more insight basic understanding of IPv6 usage by user as well as network 

administrators. This part might give some guidelines on how to utilize IPv6 privacy 

extension in an optimum manner.  

4.1.3.1 Valid Lifetime = N x Preferred Lifetime  

In this survey, valid lifetime is chosen to be multiple of preferred lifetime. The Table 4-7 

shows the preferred and valid lifetime of the temporary IPv6 address, the calculated ones. To 

demonstrate this behavior we adopted only two obseravtions because these two 

observsations can provide whole information for windows 7 behavoir.  

Table 4-7 Special Test Cases Configuration 
Observations Valid Lifetime (s) Preferred Lifetime (s) 

1 1600 800 

2 2400 800 

4.1.3.1.1 Observation 1: Valid Lifetime=1600s and Preferred Lifetime=800s 

Figure 4-8 shows the resulting output of the configuration where valid lifetime 26m18s 

(1600s) is twice larger than the preferred lifetime 13m18s (800s). In Windows, the a 

subsequent RA message sets the preferred lifetime and valid lifetime of the temporary IPv6 

address to the same value (26m38s) as show inFigure 4.9. As a result, the valid and preferred 

lifetime expires at the same time leaving no time for having one or more deprecated 

temporary IPv6 addresses. Figure 4.10 shows the new temporary IPv6 address asnd no sign 

of deprecated temporary IP addressess. 

 
Figure 4-7 Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address 
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Figure 4-9 Equal Valid and Preferred Lifetimes 
 

 
Figure 4-10 Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address 

4.1.3.1.2 Observation 2: Valid Lifetime=2400 and Preferred Lifetime=800 

The result for the second observation is similar to that of the observation 1. In this case we 

have changed the valid lifetime to be three times of the preferred lifetimes of the temporary 

IP address but the result output is the same to observation one. On a subsequnetial RA 

message arrivals both the valid and preferred lifetime became equal and  get invalid at the 

same time. 

4.1.3.2 Zero Regeneration Time 

Table 4-8 Zero Regenration Time 
Observations Valid Lifetime (s) Preferred Lifetime (s) Regenerate  Time 

1 800 700 0s 

4.1.3.2.1 Observation 1: Valid Lifetime=800s, Preferred Lifetime=700s and Regenerate=0 

In this test, the regeneration time is set to zero and the IP address was looked up from the 

command line repeatedly. Each time it was observed that the windows accepted 0 regenerate 

as a valid input and threw up a temporary address. One such occasion was captured and 

address is shown in the Figure 4-11. In Windows 7 there is a temporary IP address besides 

the public one as show in the Figure 4-11 evenif the regeneration time is zero. 

 

 
Figure 4-8 Initial Configuration of Temporary and Public IPv6 addresses 

 
Figure 4-11 Zero Regeneration Time 
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4.1.3.3 Equal Lifetimes  

Table 4-9 Equal Lifetimes 
Observations Valid Lifetime (s) Preferred Lifetime (s) 

1 800 800 

4.1.3.3.1 Observation: Valid Lifetime=800s; Preferred Lifetime=800s 

This test case was conducted with the intention of finding out if windows accepted same 

values for both valid and preferred life times. It was observed that same values were 

accepted as input and temporary address gets created keeping in line with RFC 4941.  This 

case is similar to other cases where RA message sets the preferred lifetime to the valid 

lifetime and both decrease at the same time as show in the Figure 4-12, Figure 4-13 and 

Figure 4-14. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 4-12 temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:8de7:35:9f24:acb7 is formed 

with valid and preferred life time 13m4s (800s approx). 

 

As shown in Figure 4-13, the valid and preferred life time of temporary address continues to 

decrease uniformly. 

Subsequently the existing temporary IP gets expired and new IP will emerge. As can be seen 

from Figure 4-14 where a new IP 2001:db8:21:111:3811:4125:c505:acf is created. 

4.1.3.4 RA Interval is greater than Preferred Lifetime 

In these test cases the router advertisement message interval is set to be greater than the 

preferred lifetime of the temporary IP address. Figure 4-15 shows the IP address look ups of 

one such scenario. Here the temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:403b:2a83:c92a:396 have a 

preferred life time of 2m30s which is less than the RA interval which is 200s. Hence as can 

be seen from Figure 4-16 the preferred life time of IP 2001:db8:21:111:403b:2a83:c92a:396 

becomes 0s and the IP gets into deprecated state. When RA message eventually arrives, the 

IP 2001:db8:21:111:403b:2a83:c92a:396 which were deprecated will be preferred again. 

This can be seen in the DAD state of Figure 4-17. There is no new temporary IPv6 address in 

this case; only the existing IP gets its lifetime renewed. Every RA message decreases the 

valid and preferred lifetime of the temporary IP addresses. If an IP is invalid before it makes 

 
Figure 4-12 Initial Configuration of Temporary and Public IPv6 addresses 

 
Figure 4-13 Equal Valid and Preferred Lifetimes 

 
Figure 4-14 Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address 
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a temporary IP address, there will not be any new temporary IP. This is the case with where 

the node is left with public IP address only. The worst case scenario is the public IP will be 

deprecated as well as show in the Figure 4-16. According to our observations a node happens 

to be with out a global unicast address till the next RA message arrives. There will not be 

any new temporary generation in this scenario as well. 

 

 

 

 

4.2 IPv6 Dynamics in Ubuntu 10.04 
 

Table 4-10 Ubuntu IPv6 configurable Parameters 
use_tempaddr Whether temporary addresses are enabled 

regen_max_retry Duplicate address detection attempts. 

temp_valid_lft Maximum lifetime over which a temporary address is valid. 

Temp_prefered_lft Maximum lifetime over which a temporary is preferred. 

regeneratetime Time prior to deprecating a temporary address when a new 

address is generated 

max_addresses If set to 0 it disables any limit to temporary addresses 

Store Active: change only lasts until next boot. 

Persistent: change is persistent 

 

When creating a temporary address, the Valid Lifetime of the temporary address is the lower 

of the Valid Lifetime of the public address or TEMP_VALID_LIFETIME (host configured 

temporary valid lifetime). The Preferred Lifetime of the temporary address is the lower of 

the Preferred Lifetime of the public address or TEMP_PREFERRED_LIFETIME – 

DESYNC_FACTOR [34]. 

 
Figure 4-15 Initial Configuration of Temporary and Public IPv6 addresses 

 
Figure 4-16 Public and Temporary IP Deprecated 

 
Figure 4-17 Temporary and Public IPv6 Addresses Renewed 
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As part of our survey on Ubuntu  implementation of IPv6 privacy extension, first the 

advertised valid and the preferred lifetimes are configured to be smaller than the host's valid 

and preferred lifetimes, then in the second test the advertised lifetimes (preferred and valid) 

are subjected to be greater than that of the host's. In both cases the host's preferred and valid 

lifetimes are set at one particular value. Where as the router advertised different values of 

Valid and Preferred lifetime. 

The router is configured to advertise 2001:db8:21:111::/64 prefix at an interval of 200s. This 

is the configuration that will be carried out throughout this survey unless stated otherwise. 

The following command is issued to display the temporary and public IP addresses for 

Ubuntu10.04. 

user@ipv6:~$ip -6 addr 

4.2.1 Smaller Advertised Lifetimes 
In this survey we have configured the router to advertise preferred and valid lifetimes which 

are smaller than that of the host's preferred and valid life times. In this configuration the host 

IPv6 parameters are set to the default values and only the valid and preferred lifetimes are set 

to different values. The host’s preferred and valid lifetimes are set to one specific value 

while, the router advertised different lifetimes. 

In this scenario there were multiple test cases for router to advertise starting from Valid 

lifetime=799s, preferred lifetime =699s couting to minimum lifetime configureable possible. 

But the output in all cases were similar there were not significance in showing these test 

cases. For sakeptical readers we have provide some additional tests in appendix8.2.1.  

Table 4-11 provides the host side configuration and Table 4-12 shows the router advertising 

valid and preferred lifetime. As seen from both table the in case the router advertises a 

smaller lifetime than the host’s configured lifetime. 

 

Table 4-11  Host Privacy Configuration 

temp_prefered_lft 700s 

temp_valid_lft 800s 

 

Table 4-12  Router Prefix Configuration 

Observation Advertised Preferred lifetime(s) Advertised Valid lifetime(s) 

1 650 750 

4.2.1.1 Observation 1: Valid Lifetime=750s; Preferred Lifetime=650s 

  

Figure 4-18 shows Valid lifetime and Preferred lifetime of temporary IP 

2001:db8:21:111:a0c0:ac2d:dc95:faed  Ubuntu host. The Valid and preferred lifetimes of the 

temporary IPv6 address is 750s and 650s respectively. In this case, the temporary IPv6 

address is created using the router's advertised lifetimes since it is smaller than the host's 

 

 

 
Figure 4-18  Initial Configuration of Temporary and Public IPv6 address 
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Figure 4-19 shows the output screen when the IP was looked up after 200s. It is seen that the 

public IP 2001:db8:21:111:216:17ff:fe35:c380/64 has its valid and preferred life time 

updated to 750s and 650s respectively due to the arrival of RA message.  

Figure 4-20 shows the newly created temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:6d7b:a539:c2aa:75fb/64 

with valid life time of 706s and preferred life time of 606s .The public IP 

2001:db8:21:111:216:17ff:fe35:c380/64 is also seen to have the same valid life time. Hence 

it confirms that the new temporary IPv6 address lifetimes are created from the lower of the 

advertised and the public address lifetimes.  

 

More observations are provided appendix 8.2.1. In general unlike Windows 7 RA message 

updates only Public IP not Temporary IP addresses, that is temporary IP address lifetime 

goes on decreasing from start till it become invalid. In Ubuntu and Windows 

implementation, if configured with same preferred and valid lifetime, Ubuntu IP is the one 

that gets deprecated and become invalid first.  

4.2.2  Larger Advertised Lifetimes 
In this scenario the host's valid and preferred lifetimes are smaller than the advertised 

lifetimes. In this survey the router was configured to advertise Preferred and Valid lifetimes 

which are larger than that of the host's Preferred and Valid life times. In this configuration 

the host IPv6 parameters are set to the default values and only the Valid and Preferred 

lifetimes are set to different values. The host’s preferred and valid lifetimes are set to one 

specific value, while the router advertised different lifetimes. 

In this test scenario as well only one test case is provided here in Table 4-14 which is larger 

than the host configured value shown in Table 4-13. The reason only one observation is 

shown that we have done the test for many different lifetime values but the outcome and the 

producer is similar for all cases. It is not worth to mention similar prodcure over and over 

again. But we have added one more observation in the appedix8.2.2.  

  

Table 4-13  Host Privacy Configuration 

temp_prefered_lft 700s 

temp_valid_lft 800s 

 

 
Figure 4-19 Public IP addresses lifetime Updated 

 
Figure 4-20  Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address 
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Table 4-14  Router Prefix Configuration  

Observation Advertised Preferred lifetime (s) Advertised Valid lifetime (s) 

1 750 850 

4.2.2.1 Observation 1: Valid Lifetime 850s; Preferred Lifetime 750s  

In this observation, we have seen the temporary IPv6 address created with host's own 

Preferred and Valid lifetime as show in Figure 4-21. The host was configured to have 700s 

Preferred, 800s valid lifetimes and the router was configured to advertised, 850s valid 

lifetimes and 750s Preferred Lifetime. The temporary is created with the smallest one, 800s 

and 700s. Figure 4-22 show the arrival of a RA message in which case the Public Valid and 

Preferred lifetime will be reset. Figure 4-23 shows the generation of new temporary IP 

address. 

 

 

     

4.2.3 Special Test Cases 
In this section we have considered some test items that may have different effect on the basic 

understanding of IPv6 usage by user as well as network administrators. This part is 

conducted to give guidelines on how to optimally utilize IPv6 privacy for end users and 

administrators.  

4.2.3.1 Valid Lifetime is N x Preferred Lifetime  

 

 
Figure 4-22 Initial Configuration of Temporary and Public IPv6 address 

 
Figure 4-21 Public IP addresses lifetime Updated 

 
Figure 4-23 Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address 
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In this survey, valid lifetime is a multiple of preferred lifetime. The table show the preferred 

and valid lifetime of the temporary IPv6 address, the calculated one. 

 

Table 4-15  Larger Valid Lifetime 
Observations Valid Lifetime (s) Preferred Lifetime (s) 

1 1600 800 

2 2400 800 

 

4.2.3.1.1 Observation 1: Valid Lifetime 1600s; Preferred Lifetime 800s 

In cases where the valid lifetime is twice the preferred lifetime, there will be two deprecated 

IP. Figure 4-24 shows that the temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:d9a9:13e5:784b:96da have 

1600s Valid lifetime which is twice the preferred lifetime 800s.   

 

Figure 4-25 shows that there are two deprecated temporary IPv6 addresses at the same time 

in the list.  

4.2.3.1.2 Observation 2: Valid Lifetime=2400s; Preferred Lifetime=800s 

If the Valid lifetime is three times the Preferred lifetime there will be three deprecated 

addresses in the node as shown in the Figure 4-26.  In general, if the valid lifetime is N times 

the preferred lifetime there will be a maximum of N deprecated addresses in the system.  

 

 
Figure 4-25 Two Deprecated Temporary IPv6 Addresses 

 
Figure 4-24 Initial Temporary and Public IPv6 address Lifetime Values 
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4.2.3.2  Zero Regeneration Time 

In Ubuntu if the regeneration time is set 0 (zero) seconds there will not be any temporary 

IPv6 addresses. The address available for the node will be public IPv6 address only. Figure 

4-27 shows a public IP address without a temporary IPv6 address.  

Table 4-16 Zero Regeneration Time 
Observations Valid Lifetime (s) Preferred Lifetime (s) Regenerate  Time 

1 800 700 0s 

 

 

4.2.3.3 Equal Lifetimes 

In this scenario both valid and preferred lifetime are configured with the same value, in this 

case 800s. Table 4-17 shows the actual calculated values of the temporary IP address not the 

routers or the host configuration. 

The Valid and preferred lifetime being equal make Ubuntu not have deprecated IPv6 

address. Valid and Preferred lifetimes became zero equally. 

Table 4-17  Equal Lifetime 
Observations Valid Lifetime (s) Preferred Lifetime (s) 

1 800 800 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-26 Three Deprecated Temporary IPv6 addresses 

 
Figure 4-27 Public IPv6 address 
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4.3 Guidelines  
 

In this section the results are analyzed and guidelines for each user as well for network 

administrators are provided.  Table 4-18 provides a comparsion between Ubuntu 10.04 and 

Windows 7 based on main points of RFC 4941.  

 

Table 4-18  RFC comparison between Windows7 and Ubuntu10.04 

RFC Recommendation  Windows 7 Ubuntu 10.04 Remark 

Is privacy extension disabled by 

default? No Yes   

When a temporary address becomes 

deprecated, is a new one generated 

before REGEN_ADVANCE time 

units? Yes Yes   
Is the RA message Updates 

Lifetimes of Temporary IPv6 

addresses? Yes No   

Is temporary IPv6 addresses become 

deprecated when the time gets 

expires? No Yes 

In special test 

cases Windows 7 

shows deprecated 

addresses 

Is temporary IPv6 addresses become 

invalid when the time became 

expires? Yes Yes   

Is the temporary address created 

only if the calculated Preferred 

Lifetime is greater than 

REGEN_ADVANCE time units? Yes No   

 

4.3.1 General Guidelines for Windows 7 
 The larger the Preferred Lifetime configured on the node the larger that IP stays 

preferred despite the configuration and frequency of the routers RA messages. That 

is RA message updates not only Public IPv6 address but also Temporary IPv6 

addresses. 

 In Windows7 temporary address’s preferred lifetime cannot be configured to be 

larger than valid lifetime.  

 In Windows7 it is not possible to configure zero preferred lifetime. 

 In Windows 7, there are no deprecated addresses unless RA arrival interval is larger 

than preferred lifetime. 

 When the RA arrival interval is larger than preferred lifetime, we have observed the 

permanent removal of temporary IP address from the inerface and left with public 

IPv6 address only. This Public address also gets deprecated and become preferred 

when the next RA arrives 

 Zero regeneratetime does not have similar effect as it has on Ubuntu. 

 Both Valid and Preferred lifetime expires at the same time in Windows 7. There is 

no deprecated IP. 

 Preferred lifetime in Windows 7 cannot be configured to be smaller than maxrandom 
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time but also it cannot be smaller than regeneratetime as well. 

4.3.2 General Guidelines for Ubuntu10.04 
 The Temporary IPv6 address will not update their lifetime in subsequent RA 

message arrivals, the lifetimes simply goes on decreasing.  

 The Temporary IPv6 addresses will be invalid and deprecated according to 

configurations. That is if the valid lifetime is 800s no matter of RA the IP will 

become invalid after 800s.  

 The Valid and Preferred lifetime of the Temporary IPv6 addresses are the lowest of 

the advertised lifetimes or the host configured value. It is in accordance with 

RFC4941 

 There will be N number of deprecated IP addresses at max when the valid lifetime is 

N times greater than the preferred lifetime. 

 It is not possible to create a temporary IPv6 address, if the regeneration time is 

configured to be zero. 

 Unlike Windows 7, Ubuntu10.04 temporary IPv6 address can become deprecated 

before they become invalid. 

 If RA arrival interval is greater than the preferred lifetime, the host might end-up 

with public IP, and then the public IP will also deprecate leaving the host without IP 

address till the next RA message.  

 

4.3.3 General Guidelines for Administrators 
 IPv6 privacy extensions configurations in Windows and Ubuntu10.04 needs an 

elevated privilege access, administrator or root privilege is needed to configure 

these parameters. It is better to keep this parameters handled by administrator 

rather than end users. 

 The Temporary IPv6 address lifetimes takes the lowest of the routers and host 

configured parameters. As a result, the administrator can choose the lowest to 

control the lifetimes of the host so as to manage the lifetime from the administrator 

point view. 

 The RA interval should be carefully configured because if configured larger than a 

preferred and valid lifetimes, the corresponding host will suffer from deprecated 

Public and Temporary IPv6 addresses. That means the host will be without global 

unicast IPv6 addresses till the next RA message arrives  

 Administrator can choose to advertise lifetime which are smaller than the host, so 

as the IP change on the hosts is on the terms of the administrators. 

 There was no any observation acknowledge which could override the host’s 

privacy extension configurations from the router’s lifetime configurations without 

harming the normal operations of the network. That is if the RA message interval 

is larger than the preferred lifetime the host will have eventually a public IP 

addresses only. But the public IP will also suffer from deprecation in between RA 

messages arrivals.  

All the above insights have been derived from the analysis of the test cases above. This 

information would be important for not only network administrators but would aid 

researchers while setting up test bed on any performance study based on IPv6 enabled hosts. 

They would also be useful for software developers developing solutions for network 

monitoring to consider in design aspects.   
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5 APPLICATION IMPLEMENTATION 
We have tested four application's reaction to the implementation of IPv6 privacy extensions 

using Windows 7 and Ubuntu10.04 as a client and server depending on the applications. The 

main objective is to observe what happens to an on-going session when there is a change in 

the temporary IP address which is an implicit character of IPv6 Privacy extension. In every 

application test case, we make sure that on-going session encounters a change in IP address, 

in both operating systems, at least once.  

Since the only thing that we are interested in is the application’s response to IP change we 

choose an arbitrary value for the node's preferred and valid lifetime. As the default values of 

7days and 1 day are too long to make observations we configure it to 700 and 800 seconds 

respectively, while we maintain the default values as for other parameters. All outgoing 

connections are made with temporary IPv6 addresses unless changed by an application. 

Every application is tested for two cases in an environment involving Windows 7 and 

Ubuntu 10.04 OS: 

 Application connects to a remote host's temporary IPv6 address. The remote host's 

temporary IP is forced to become invalid. As there is a possibility of local host's IP 

(since operating on temporary) becoming invalid, configurations are cautiously done 

to ensure that remote hosts IP address becomes invalid first. The response of the 

application is continuously observed. 

 Application connects to a remote host's public IPv6 address. The local host's public 

IP is forced to become invalid while the application is still active. The response of 

the application is continuously observed. Since the public address of remote host 

does not become invalid under any circumstances they are not a factor to consider 

here. 

5.1  PING 
When pinging a host, one could either ping its temporary IP address or public IP address. In 

our test cases we shall make continuous pings from a host with one OS to both types of 

addresses of host running another OS. Since all outgoing connections are by default done 

from the temporary addresses, our source addresses are always going to be temporary IP 

addresses in all the cases. The units of measurement are time of the day in (hh:mm:ss) and 

Pkts/ticks (1 tick is 10 sec). 

Test Case 1: Ping originating from Ubuntu 10.04 host to the temporary IPv6 address of 

Windows 7 host. 

Test Case 2: Ping originating from Ubuntu 10.04 host to the public IPv6 address of windows 

7 host. 

Test Case 3: Ping originating from Windows 7 host to temporary IPv6 address of Ubuntu 

10.04 host. 

Test Case 4: Ping originating from Windows 7 host to public IPv6 address of Ubuntu 10.04 

host. 

5.1.1 Ping Temporary IP address (Ubuntu to Windows 7) 
In this test scenario, make sure Windows 7 temporary IPv6 address is going to be invalid 

before Ubuntu temporary IPv6 address does. The ping is performed from Ubuntu host to the 

temporary IPv6 address of Windows 7 host.  
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Figure  5.1and Figure  5.2 shows that the session is interrupted permanently at around 

16:35:20. Around 16:34:50, there is a new temporary IP generated by Windows that is why 

Ubuntu keeps on sending echo request till 16:35:20, the tcpdump conversation, can be found 

in the appendix8.3.1. Due to the expiry of temporary 2001:db8:21:111:dc6c:702f:89ed:ddb 

address a new temporary IPv6 address was generated: 2001:db8:21:111:e094:7575:accd:f37c 

at around 16:34:50. After this the echo request messages did not get a replay message. 

 
Figure  5.1 Ping Captured from Ubuntu10.04 

 
Figure  5.2 Ping Captured from Windows 
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5.1.2 Ping Public IP address (Ubuntu to Windows)  
In this case Ubuntu is ping the public IPv6 address of Windows 7. In this case, the 

Temporary IPv6 address of Ubuntu should get invalid and investigate Ping on the on-going 

sessions.  

Figure  5.3 and Figure  5.4 shows no interruption of the ping session even if the temporary 

IPv6 address of the pinging host changes (Ubuntu) its IP. Capture file in appendix8.3.2 

shows there is a change of temporary IPv6 address at around 16:06:44, but this does not 

affect the ping application. The session continues with the new IP.  

 

 

 
Figure  5.3 Ping Captured from Ubuntu 

 
Figure  5.4 Ping Captured from Windows 
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5.1.3 Ping Temporary IP address (Windows to Ubuntu) 
Windows is sending Echo request to Ubuntu Temporary IP address in this test item. Here 

Ubuntu temporary address should become invalid before Window's does.  Windows 

temporary IPv6 address: 2001:db8:21:111:8d27:94c2:f1e2:3132, Ubuntu temporary address 

will be 2001:db8:21:111:dcd3:59b3:4432:da82. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.5  Ping Captured from Ubuntu 

 
Figure 5.6 Ping Captured from Windows 
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Both Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show that when the temporary IPv6 address of Ubuntu 

becomes invalid the session will be interrupted permanently. Appendix8.3.3 shows the 

tcpdump conversation between Windows and Ubuntu around the time Ubuntu temporary 

IPv6 address become invalid. The captured trace reveals that around 16:58:30 and onwards 

the temporary IP gets invalid and it is no more accessible, which is why there are multiple 

Neighbor Solicitation messages in the tcpdump capture.  

5.1.4 Ping Public IP address (Windows to Ubuntu) 
In this test, we have pinged Ubuntu’s public IPv6 address 

(2001:db8:21:111:216:17ff:fe35:c380) from Windows 7. Every outgoing communication is 

bound to temporary IPv6 addresses. That means Windows echo request are sent using 

temporary IPv6 addresses. We have investigated this test until the temporary IPv6 address of 

Windows became invalid. The two graphs shown in Figure  5.7 and Figure  5.8 show that 

even if there is a change in Windows temporary IP address, pinging the public IP address of 

Ubuntu did not interrupt the session. 

Windows was pinging Ubuntu using 2001:db8:21:111:894c:a667:38b1:83f9 till 01:07:04 as 

shown from Appendix8.3.4. After 01:07:04 the temporary IP of Windows changed to 

2001:db8:21:111:649e:7c8b:f861:fe47 and keeps on pinging. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure  5.7 Ping Captured from Windows  
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Table 5-1 gives a general observation of Ping in different operating and different scenario of 

IPv6 address types. 

Table 5-1 Ping Summary Table 

Source (OS,IP 

type) 

Destination(OS,IP 

type) 

IP change forced at Observation: Effect 

on service 

Ubuntu, Temp IP Win 7, temp IP Destination Service interrupted 

Ubuntu, Temp IP Win 7, public IP Source No interruption 

Win 7 , Temp IP Ubuntu ,Temp IP Destination Service Interrupted 

Win 7, Temp IP Ubuntu, public IP Source No interruption 

 

5.2  FTP 
In this section, FTP as a server and as a client is investigated in our test bed. The FTP client 

we implemented in Ubuntu is LFTP, which is a very versatile application. It support IPv6 

and has an added feature as compared to a normal FTP client in Windows 7. Windows 7 uses 

built-in FTP client that supports IPv6. There are two types of file movement in FTP either 

the client 'GET' a file from the server or 'PUT' a file to a server. We have investigated in this 

work only 'GET' method since either of the two reveals application's reaction to privacy 

extension of IPv6. The time it took to transfer a file size of 3.2 GB is show in the graph 

Figure  5.9, it takes almost 7minutes to transfer the file in normal condition with our test bed 

setup.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure  5.8 Ping Captured from Ubuntu 
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5.2.1  FTP: Public Server to Client (Windows to UBUNTU) 
In this section we have tested FTP by setting Windows 7 as FTP server and the server is 

running on the public IP address(2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:fe98:65e5). But, Ubuntu is a 

client which connect to the server using the temporary IP address 

(2001:db8:21:111:2d43:4067:1c:9614). As show in the Figure  5.10 and Figure 5.11, FTP 

session was interrupted for a while and continues the session till it completes file transfer. 

The capture file reveals, that at time 01:53:53 the communication with server was 

disconnected because the 2001:db8:21:111:2d43:4067:1c:9614 become invalid. As show in 

the appendix 8.3.5, the server sends many Neighbor Solicitation message to the old IP, but 

since the IP is invalid there will be no response to that message. As a result, LFTP closes the 

communication with the server by sending FYN and start with the new temporary by sending 

SYN. Around the time 01:58:53 a new IP (2001:db8:21:111:78dd:9fab:ea23:e681) send a 

request and the session continues where it was left.   

 

 

 
Figure  5.9 Reference FTP Transferred 

 
Figure  5.10 LFTP Captured from Ubuntu 
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5.2.2 FTP: Server Public to Client (UBUNTU to WINDOWS) 
In this scenario, Ubuntu is configured to be a server running on the public IP 

(2001:db8:21:111:216:17ff:fe35:c380) address while Windows 7 is a client trying to 

download a file from the server Ubuntu. Windows outgoing communication uses the 

temporary IPv6 address 2001:db8:21:111:a15c:afde:d2ca:ff6f until it changes around the 

time 07:04:52 

  

 
Figure 5.11 FTP Captured from Windows 

 
Figure  5.12 FTP Captured from Ubuntu 

 

 
Figure  5.13 FTP Captured from Windows 
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As shown in Figure  5.12 and Figure  5.13, when Windows is client accessing file from a 

server the communication completely disconnected when the temporary IPv6 address of 

Windows changes. The client application for Windows is the built-in Windows FTP client, 

which is not robust. The capture file as show in appendix8.3.6 shows that, the temporary 

IPv6 address changes it’s IP and the server sends multiple Neighbor Solicitation messages 

for that IP.  

5.2.3  FTP: Server Temporary to Client (Ubuntu to WIDNOWS) 
In this scenario both communication parties are setup on temporary IP. But, Ubuntu 

Temporary IP addresses must be configured such that they get invalid before the Windows. 

Here FTP client for Windows 7 will be tested whether it continues to be connected to the 

remote hosts IP address. In section 1.3.2 we have witnessed Windows client FTP application 

does not follow the change of IP in the local host. Ubuntu temporary IP is 

2001:db8:21:111:10c6:7ea1:a1d9:c776 and Windows temporary IP address is 

2001:db8:21:111:3d79:a6b0 bdaf:161f. 

  

 

In Ubuntu temporary IP is configured to become invalid and observed how Windows 7 built-

in FTP client application reacts to that change. As show in the Figure  5.14 and Figure  5.15, 

the FTP application fails to continue the communication as the result it is completed closed 

as soon as Ubuntu temporary IP address changes. Appendix8.3.7 shows the conversation 

trace form wireshark 

 
Figure  5.14 FTP Captured from Windows 

 

 
Figure  5.15 FTP Captured from Ubuntu 
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5.2.4 FTP: Server Temporary to Temporary Client (Windows to 

Ubuntu) 
In this scenario, Windows FTP site is a server configured on a temporary IP and Ubuntu is 

client which downloads a video file from the server using the LFTP as a client application. 

Windows FTP site setup provides an option for every IP to be configured as FTP server, 

which is used in this experiment. LFTP in section 1.3.1 follow the IP change in the client this 

section will answer if it follows the server side as well. The client temporary IPv6 address is 

2001:db8:21:111:e960:45d9:8239:dd2a and Windows was running the FTP server on a 

temporary address 2001:db8:21:111:e8b1:8598:296c:2479 as can be seen from the capture 

file in appendix8.3.8. At the time 08:24:24 the server IP becomes invalid and is removed 

from the interface. LFTP sends multiple Neighbor Solicitation messages to the neighbor but 

since that IP is removed from the interface the communication ceases and file did not 

transferred completely. Figure  5.16 and Figure  5.17reveals that the on-going session got 

interrupted permanently.    

 

 

   

  
      

 

 

 
Figure  5.17 FTP Captured from Windows 

 
Figure  5.16 FTP Captured from Ubuntu 
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Table 5-2 FTP Summary Table 

Client (OS,IP 

type) 

Server(OS,IP type) IP change 

forced at 

Observation: Effect on 

service 

Ubuntu Temp Windows7 Public client Service interrupted but 

resumes with new IP after 4 

mins approx 

Windows 7 Temp Ubuntu Public client Interrupted permanently 

Windows 7 public Ubuntu Temp server Interrupted permanently 

Ubuntu Temp Windows 7 Temp server Interrupted permanently 

 
The Table 5-2 presents a summary of results of FTP application test .It is evident from the 

table that whenever a temporary IP is chosen to host FTP application, the ongoing session 

will be interrupted permanently when IP change takes place. So it is better to avoid 

temporary address for use as server for this application. 

With regards to client side it is evident that the ongoing sessions of FTP client configured on 

a temporary IP of Windows 7 system is interrupted permanently as well. Though in the case 

of Ubuntu being the client for an FTP application configured on the Temp IP manages to 

resume the ongoing session, it takes 3 minutes to do so. A 4 minute delay every few mins 

could be perceived to be too high in case of large data transfer and could be annoying for 

users of small data transfer. 

5.3 HTTP STREAMING 
In this section a file is streamed over our testbed network from one server to another client. 

An open source media streaming VLC media player is proposed and used to stream a video 

file using HTTP. 

5.3.1  HTTP: Server Public to Temporary (Ubuntu to Windows)  
In this section we have configured VLC to stream a video from Ubuntu using HTTP file 

transfer method. In Windows, VLC is configured to get the stream from Ubuntu by using the 

Public IP of Ubuntu (SERVER). As shown in Figure  5.18 and Figure  5.19, the streaming 

interrupted when the IP in client (Windows 7) gets invalid and removed from the interface. 

As a result HTTP streaming using VLC is not robust enough to track its local temporary 

IPv6 address change. Appendix 8.3.9 shows the capture file where the Temporary IPv6 

address of Windows became invalid at around the time 14:54:41. Ubuntu was streaming 

using the public IP address (2001:db8:21:111:216:17ff:fe35:c380) to Windows on the 

 
Figure  5.18 HTTP Captured from Ubuntu 
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temporary IP address (2001:db8:21:111:1c77:1cb3:158b:adf5) as shown in the appendix 

8.3.9 until the Windows temporary IP address became invalid and removed from the 

interface leading the session to get interrupted for good. 

                                                                                             

5.3.2 HTTP: Server Temporary to Client (Ubuntu to Windows)  
In this case the server is running on a temporary IPv6 address and it streams a video file 

using HTTP to the Windows where it will communicate with the server on the temporary IP 

address.Here it is intended to test the effect on the ongoing http session when the temporary 

IP on server is changed. In this test case, one has to make sure Ubuntu temporary IP address 

must be become invalid prior to Windows 7 as we intend to see the effect due to change on 

server side. Ubuntu is streaming from this temporary IP 

2001:db8:21:111:78ba:e75a:d962:b705 as Windows was receiving the stream from this 

2001:db8:21:111:85a9:707a:1aea:fc2e temporary IP address till 

2001:db8:21:111:78ba:e75a:d962:b705 became invalid around the time 15:54:53, which 

ends the streaming. As shown in the appendix8.3.10, 2001:db8:21:111:85a9:707a:1aea:fc2e 

is sending multiple neighbor solicitation messages because 

2001:db8:21:111:78ba:e75a:d962:b705 is no longer available to replay. Figure  5.21 and 

Figure  5.20 shows HTTP streaming session interrupted and terminated permanently after it 

streamed for a short period of time. 

 

 
Figure  5.19 HTTP Captured from Windows 

 
Figure  5.20 HTTP Captured from Ubuntu 
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5.3.3 HTTP: Server Public to Client (Windows to Ubuntu) 
In this case Windows is streaming a video file on its Public IP address which will not change 

at any time of the day. But, the client is receiving the HTTP streaming on its temporary IP 

address. Figure  5.22 and Figure  5.23 explain the behavior of the HTTP steaming 

application. When the client’s temporary IP address changes, the on-going session 

terminated permanently. The graphs show that the session was going on until the time 

16:35:12 where the communication interrupted. The capture file shown in the appendix 

10.3.11 shows at time 16:35:12 there was a change of IP in the temporary IP and there are 

multiple Neighbor Solicitation messages. Windows was streaming from its public IP 

2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:fe98:65e5 to a temporary IP address 

2001:db8:21:111:dc86:f090:1724:dc7d, but when 2001:db8:21:111:dc86:f090:1724:dc7d 

became invalid, 2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:fe98:65e5 sends multiple Neighbor Solicitation 

messages as shown in the appendix 8.3.11. 

       

 

 

 
Figure  5.21 HTTP Captured from Windows 

 
Figure  5.22 HTTP Captured from Windows 
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5.3.4 HTTP: Server Temporary to Client (Windows to Ubuntu)   
In this test scenario, Windows is streaming a video with HTTP using temporary address to 

Ubuntu. Windows temporary addresses should be configured to expire before Ubuntu does. 

As show in Figure  5.24 and Figure  5.25 when the server IP address becomes invalid, the 

session ended. As show in the Figure  5.24 and Figure  5.25 the session gets interrupted 

around the time 16:53:47 because there was a change in IP from the client it can be verified 

from the capture trace file in appendix8.3.12. Windows is transmitting from this 

2001:db8:21:111:6405:83ac:c7b5:487c temporary address to 

2001:db8:21:111:dc86:f090:1724:dc7d Ubuntu address. The capture file shows Ubuntu 

sending multiple Neighbor Solicitation message to find 

2001:db8:21:111:6405:83ac:c7b5:487c, but this IP is long gone.   

 

 

 
Figure  5.23 HTTP Captured from Ubuntu 

 
Figure  5.24 HTTP Captured from Ubuntu 
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Table 5-3 HTTP Summary Table 

Client, IP type Server, IP type IP change at Observation:Effecton service 

Ubuntu, Temp Windows7, Temp server Interrupted permanently 

 Windows7, Temp Ubuntu, Public client Interrupted permanently 

 Ubuntu, Temp Windows7, public client Interrupted permanently 

 Windows7, Temp Ubuntu, Temp server Interrupted permanently 

 
 

5.4 RTP/MPEG Transport Stream 
RTP uses UDP to transmit the video file from server to a client. There is no reliability in this 

protocol. 

5.4.1 Stream to a Public IP address 
In this case, VLC is streaming the video file using RTP to a public IP address. As it can be 

seen in the figure below there is no interruption of session even if there is a change in IP 

from the server side. In the capture file we have notice RTP streams using the temporary IP 

address but after the temporary IP address became invalid and a new one is generated, RTP 

keeps on using the one that is no longer valid address. Figure  5.26 shows The server is 

streaming a public IP  2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:fe98:65e5 from a temporary IP  

2001:db8:21:111:a0d8:38d0:9954:48b4 Figure  5.27 shows even if the servers streaming IP 

changes on the interface, RTP keeps on streaming using the old and invalid IP address. It just 

keeps on streaming without knowing whether the IP is there or not. Appendix8.3.13 shows 

this phenomenon clearly. 

 

 
Figure  5.25 HTTP Captured from Windows 
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5.4.2 Stream to a Temporary IP address 
VLC is streaming to the client's temporary IP address, as can be seen from the Figure  5.28 

and Figure  5.29, as soon as the temporary IP changes, the session is interrupted and never 

starts again. The capture file reviles there is a change of IP around the 23:03:34. RTP was 

streaming from 2001:db8:21:111:e188:f4cc:11af:1cb2 temporary IP of the server to 

2001:db8:21:111:1cd:6b88:c33e:83a client's temporary IP till the client IP became invalid at 

around 23:03:34. As shown in the Appendix8.3.14, 2001:db8:21:111:e188:f4cc:11af:1cb2 

sends multiple Neighbor Solicitation messages to 2001:db8:21:111:1cd:6b88:c33e:83a and 

then to its multicast group ff02::1:ff3e:83a 

 

 
Figure  5.26 RTP Captured from Windows 

 
Figure  5.27 RTP Captured from Ubuntu 
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Figure  5.28 RTP Captured from Ubuntu 

 
Figure  5.29 RTP Captured from Windows 
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6 IPV6HOT IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section, a detail implementation of each module of IPv6HoT solutions and the 

necessary network configurations will be discussed. Our implementation is conducted on 

GNS3 with the most popular routers, Cisco and Juniper. The implementation of IPv6HoT is 

designed only for these two routers. The three major components in IPv6HoT solution are 

the agent module, server module and the web interface. 

For our implementation we use perl as backend programming language for it is an 

opensource language which has been widely used for developing network monitoring tools 

and a large library of packages are available for different applications .Moreover the choice 

is also motivated by our fluency with the language.Other languages such as python can also 

be chosen in its place.PHP and HTML are our other two choices for development of web 

based software.The good compatibility of perl and PHP was one of the reasons  for using 

PHP.HTML was chosen in line with our intention of illustrating a simple web based 

tool.More recent HTML5 could also be used but it was not chosen due its complexity . 

  

6.1 Agent Module   
In an SNMP implementation there are two entities one the agent module and the other is the 

manager. The agent module is configured to send a SNMP response to the manager when 

probed with SNMP request with correct community string. In IPv6HoT implementation, we 

have configured each host in the network to respond to SNMP request with community name 

'public'. 

For IPv6HoT, every router in the network should be configured to enable SNMP agent, 

configured with the same community name for all nodes and finally give the permission to 

be accessed remotely. Since our IPv6HoT solution is for the two most popular routers, Cisco 

and Juniper olive router, their configuration is discussed here.  

The SNMP configuration in both Cisco and Juniper routers are read only. That is the 

management station can only read MIB information, can't make changes. 

6.1.1 Cisco Agent Implementation 
In Cisco SNMP agent implementation, we have used Cisco IOS software C1700-

ADVENTERPRISEK9-M, version 12.4(1a), RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc2). In this release 

SNMP is implemented in global configuration mode. Before configuring SNMP in Cisco 

routers, IP address should be configured to an interface. In this particular release of Cisco 

IOS there is no support for IPv6 address socket for creating SNMP. If one tries to create 

SNMP agent with IPv6 address, there will not be a socket. This socket is the one which will 

be listening for SNMP manager request. So, the management in IPv6HoT is done over IPv4 

addresses. We have implemented SNMP over IPv4 address specifically with private IPv4 

addresses. It is wise to use community names which are not popular in the networking 

society. The simple Cisco SNMP agent implementation command for IPv6 router is shown 

in Figure 6-1. 

 

Figure 6-1 IP to MAC Database Combination 

 

Network administrators are advised to make this configuration more secure by allowing only 

specific IP address to access agent's information. Figure 6-4 shows the running configuration 

for SNMP configuration in Cisco. 
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6.1.2 Juniper Agent Implementation 
Unlike Cisco routers juniper routers does not have an IOS image file, it needs another OS. 

Junos routers installation file are run over FreeBSD. FreeBSD is installed in VirtualBox 

where olive is installed. In our Juniper agent implementation, we have used jinstall-8.5-

20081219.0-domestic-signed olive.  Juniper routers have to be configured IPv4 address for 

the SNMP management purposes, preferably over private IPv4 addresses. Figure 6-2 shows 

the configuration for simple juniper SNMP agent configuration while Figure 6-3 shows the 

running configuration for juniper routers. 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Juniper router SNMP configurations 

 

Juniper router community string should be chosen carefully unless otherwise SNMPv3 is 

implemented. Administrators are recommended to not allow unauthorised devices to access 

to the routers SNMP information.  

The output configuration for SNMP in IPv6HoT implementation for Juniper and Cisco 

routers is shown in Figure 6-3and Figure 6-4 respectively. 

 

6.2 Server Module  
Basically in SNMP based monitoring, the server module is the module which requests 

SNMP information from the agent module. In IPv6HoT tracking solution, Ubuntu10.04 is 

used as a SNMP manager where scripts and databases are running. 

The host running the scripts and the databases should be first prepared before implementing 

IPv6HoT. We have implemented it on Ubuntu10.04 which acts as management host. The 

management host should enable SNMP server, should also compile the necessary standard 

and vendor specific MIB information needed to understand the SNMP response from the 

vendor specifics routers. The management station downloades MIB, IPv6-MIB and compiles 

it for the Juniper routers. For Cisco routers, MIB CISCO-IETF-IP-MIB is downloaded and 

compiled. The above two modules alone can't be sufficient for smooth operation of IPv6HoT 

 
Figure 6-3 Juniper running SNMP Configurations 

Figure 2  
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management, but for Ubuntu10.04 as management station many necessary MIB's except the 

above two are already installed in the system. 

 

 

Our server side  scripts are written using Perl scripting language; as a result, the management 

station should download the latest Perl modules. In the implementation of IPv6HoT, the Perl 

script is scheduled to run over a periodic time interval to retrieve SNMP responses by 

sending SNMP requests. For the Perl script to send and receive SNMP information, we have 

to install the Net::SNMP   module in the management station. The Net::SNMP module 

creates an object oriented interface to the SNMP configured in the management stations. The 

Perl modules can use Net::SNMP to retrieve or update information on a remote host using 

the SNMP protocol. This module works with SNMPv1, SNMPv2c and SNMPv3 very well. 

In this particular implementation we have used SNMPv2c for retrieving SNMP information. 

Besides Net::SNMP module, in IPv6HoT tracking solution, the management host should be 

equipped with DBI module. DBI is used to access the database module; its sole purpose is to 

interface the Perl application to the database driver modules. 

 Since the implementation is based on SNMP and some of the devices do not have MIBs for 

certain of IPv6 information. As a result, routers might not have the MIBs need by IPv6HoT 

to track the node. The administrator can run the script IPv6Check.pl to check whether the 

router supports IPv6HoT or not. It is highly recommended to upgrade the routers if the 

IPv6Check.pl output is negative. The codes for all modules Perl, html and PHP are give in 

appendix 10.5.  

6.2.1 IPv6Check Module 

This module runs on the server management station to check for router whether it supports 

the tacking solution. In the IPv6HoT implementation the server module will send a request 

of the IPv6 neighbor table from the SNMP agent, the router. If the MIB is defined, this 

module will inform the administrator that it supports IPv6HoT tracking system. If not it is 

better to upgrade the router to more recent IOS which can support the MIB.  

The Perl script, IPv6Check.pl, runs with two command line arguments. The first command 

line argument is the IP address of the router in question. The second command line argument 

is the type of the router the administrator wishes  to probe. The IP address used in the first 

command line argument is the management IP which is IPv4 address (10.0.0.1). The type of 

the router is identified using the 0 (Zero) for Cisco routers and 1 (One) for Juniper routers.  

 
Figure 6-4 Cisco SNMP configuration 

Figure 3   
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6.2.2 IPv6Tracking Module 

This module is the main module in our implementation. It is implemented in a Perl script 

IPv6Tracking.pl. There are three steps which are performed by this module. First send 

SNMP request, second process the response third put the information in the database. 

This module runs on the server where all above readiness are completed. This module is 

guided by cron job created by the network administrator. That is, IPv6Tracking.pl is running 

as scheduled by the administrator. There are two command line arguments for this Perl script 

to function properly, the IP address of the router and the type of the router. As usual the 

management runs over IPv4 addresses and 0 is chosen for Cisco and 1 is chosen for Juniper 

routers. 

The first action in this module is to send SNMP request to the routers to get the IPv6 

neighbor table. Since the agent routers have already configured and created a socket it will 

listen for any SNMP request with community name public. This module sends SNMP 

request with OID Ipv6NetToMediaTable for Juniper routers and cInetNetToMediaTable for 

Cisco routers. These two OID's will have the IPv6 neighbor table information. This part of 

the module is tries to send the request for router to access this information. Both SNMP 

request are made for table information. 

The second action performed by this module is to receive the SNMP response from the 

routers and process the information. In the SNMP response, the IPv6 neighbor table will be 

sent from the agent routers to the manager in a table format. Since this action is trying to get 

a table, the Net::SNMP object we used is the get_bulk_request. GetBulkRequest PDU is 

chosen because of the possibility that IPv6 neighbor table can be large and GetBulkRequest 

minimizes the information exchange between SNMP agent and SNMP manager entities. 

SNMP manager can ask the request from SNMP agent to be as elaborate as possible using 

this particular PDU. Figure 6-5 show the IPv6 neighbor table for Cisco routers. This is the 

information that IPv6Tracking module retrieves from the agent router through 

get_bulk_request.  

 

The SNMP response from Juniper router is shown in Figure 6-6. The information displayed 

in Figure 6-6 is the entire IPv6 neighbor table information from the agent router. In our 

implementation, we have filtered this information to only contain ipv6NetToMediaTable and 

ipv6NetToMediaLastUpadated information only. These two data are the IPv6 to MAC 

combination and the age of the node since connecting to this router. The neighbor table is 

created through NDP. IPv6 addresses, in the SNMP response appears to be in decimal 

format. This module will pack this decimal representation into the well known hexadecimal 

format IPv6 address. MAC addresses are also formatted in this module. 

 
Figure 6-5 Cisco IPv6 Neighbor Table 

Figure 4  
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After receiving table information from the agent router our IPv6Tracking module will 

processes and store the data in its respective database table. This module also stores the time 

during every run in the database as timestamps for later purpose.The information pertaing to 

each of the cisco and juniper routers are stored in their respective tables. 

 

6.2.3 IPv6MacPort Module 

IPv6MacPort module reads the MAC to port relations from a file and stores this information 

into the database table called mac-to-port table.  

In BTH Ethernet campus network the MAC addresses of each node are binded to the 

corresponding switch port. This kind of network design prevents MAC address spoofing by 

denying any other MAC address to access that specific port. MAC to port binding is also 

useful since it provides the MAC to port relation file for IPv6HoT tracking solution. This file 

provides the exact physical location of the nodes.  

 
Figure 6-6 Juniper IPv6 Neighbor Table SNMP Response 

Figure 5  

 
Figure 6-7 Cisco IPv6 Neighbor Table SNMP Walk Response 

Drawing 6  
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IPv6MacPort module takes a file from administrator; the file contains MAC to Port 

combinations and stores this information into the mac-to-port table. The file should be 

formatted as show in Figure 6-8. Every new entry should be entered in new line and the 

space between port and the MAC address is a single tab stroke. 

 

6.2.4  Cron Tab Implementation 

When running IPv6Tracking module, administrator should take the valid lifetime into 

consideration. There exists a possibility of IPv6 to MAC address combination might be 

removed from the IPv6 neighbor table. Due to the above fact administrator should run the 

IPv6Trackiing.pl in cron job twice in the configured valid lifetime. As recommendation it is 

wise to run the IPv6Tracking.pl with small interval period of time, as low as 5 minutes.  

Running it as low as every 5 minutes will give the confidence that there will not be any IPv6 

to MAC address combination that could be missed.  

The solution requires IPv6Tracking.pl to run twice in a single valid lifetime but changing 

this to every X minutes (X be chosen by administrator and X can be any integer) is done 

with slight change of the script. In Figure 6-9 we have demonstrated a 5 five minute 

periodical run for Cisco routers since the valid lifetime was configured 10minutes. 

 

6.2.5 IPv6Dispose Module 
This Perl module is used to dispose data or archive to file preferred by system administrator. 

Data disposal is dependent on the size of the database storage. We have implemented a cron 

job to delete the main database content every three month or archive it to a file.  

6.3 Web Interface 
IPv6HoT is a web based management application. In this section we will discuss the how 

GUI is implemented and how the data is retrieved from the background database in an 

organized manner.  

 
Figure 6-8 MAC to Port Relation File. 

Figure 7 

 
Figure 6-9 crontab implementation 

Figure 8   
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To have access to the web interface the network administrator should configure web server 

in the management host. In our implementation we have configured appache2 as web server 

to host our PHP and HTML files.   

6.3.1 Graphical User Interface 
Figure 6-10 shows the GUI used in IPv6HoT implementation. This where the administrator 

provides necessary input parameters to inquire the IPv6 to MAC address combinations with 

the exact physical location (i.e. switch port number). The HTML file for GUI is index.html 

and it is placed in the management web site 

We have created this GUI assuming there is a log file which logs action of nodes in a 

particular network, for our case an Ethernet campus network. This log file is assumed to 

contain following information the least including IPv6 address, the time at which a particular 

action occurred and access type whether it is authorized or against the network's security 

policy or a failure in an application or hardware. The main thing missing from the log file is 

the MAC address corresponding to that temporary IPv6 address at that time. 

   

 

The Time in Figure 6-10 is the time at which an incident happened in the network and the log 

servers logged this information for later processing. The administrator will put this 

information along with the valid lifetime and the Temporary IPv6 address that he/she is 

looking for. 

Figure 6-11 show a typical IPv6HoT tracking solution output in a specific range of time. The 

reason there are two similar outputs is that, IPv6Tracking.pl is running twice in every valid 

lifetime. 

 As a result there will be two MAC to IPv6 address combination in the database in that range 

of time.    

   

 
Figure 6-10 Graphical User Interface 

Figure 9   

 
Figure 6-11 Graphical User Interface Typical Output 

Figure 10  
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6.3.2 IPv6OutManage Module 

This module is written in PHP and main purpose is to calculate the range of time to query the 

database and display the output in a table format. The script IPv6OutManage.php does not 

need any command line argument and it should be installed in the management web site in 

the same folder as index.html.  

IPv6OutManage.php accepts input from administrator through POST method from 

index.html. Since the IPv6Tracking.pl script is running twice in a valid lifetime there will be 

two timestamps with a time difference of valid lifetime/2. 

To better understand how this module works, it is better to see operation with an example. 

Consider an incident shown in Table 6-1. 2001:DB8:21:111:9459:CC84:DD7A:6A3C makes 

an unauthorized access to a site www.xyz.com at Sun, 07 Oct 2012 23:46:40 GMT which is 

equivalent to 1349653600 in UNIX timestamps.  

Table 6-1 Log file 

IPv6 Time Privilege                                                                                            Access 

2001:DB8:21:111:9459:CC84:DD7A:6A3C 1349653600 unauthorized www.xyz.com 

From Figure 6-12 it is clear that the valid lifetime is 10 minutes and the IPv6Tracking.pl is 

running twice in a single valid lifetime. That is the cron job is set to run the code every 5 

minutes. 

 

Figure 6-12 Database Output 

IPv6OutManage module will be provided with the IPv6 address 

(2001:DB8:21:111:9459:CC84:DD7A:6A3C), Time (1349653600) and the valid lifetime of 

the network (10min). In figure 10 there are a many of entry of 

2001:DB8:21:111:9459:CC84:DD7A:6A3C in different time interval. That means a same 

IPv6 address can be assigned to a different MAC (node). But by making our search to the 

time range around the incident time (1349653600) the module can make sure that the output 

result happened around that time range.  

http://www.xyz.com/
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Using the valid lifetime divided by two since it is running twice in a lifetime, it will be 

5minutes which is equal to 300seconds. To find the IPv6 and MAC combinations in this 

range add and subtract this 300 seconds in the Time input (1349653600-300=1349653300, 

1349653600+300=134965900). After this the module makes the search for 

2001:DB8:21:111:9459:CC84:DD7A:6A3C in the range of timestamps between 

1349653300 and 134965900. The output is show in the          Figure 6-13. 

 

         Figure 6-13 Result Database Output 
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6.4 Validating GNS3 
Graphical Network Simulator is widely used to simulate wide range of complex networks. In 

our work we have used GNS3 to implement IPv6HoT tracking solution and it was the 

starting point of our work before we set up the real test bed to observer and investigate the 

dynamics of IPv6 privacy extension in different operating system, and applications behaviors 

toward the temporary IPv6 addresses. As a result, validating GNS3 result is a crucial factor. 

Testbed results are compared to the GNS3 simulator results for validation. In this section we 

have chosen LFTP as a client and FTP as a server as well as ping application to validate our 

results in comparison of the real test bed results. As for the dynamics parts, Ubuntu and 

Windows we have tested only two cases for each operating system. The detail Validation 

process is discussed and demonstrated in appendix 8.4.  
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 We have created an IPv6 Ethernet testbed to investigate; IPv6 dynamics in Windows 7 and 

Ubuntu10.04 so as to provide guidelines for network administrators and end users. We have 

also developed our simple web based IPv6HoT tracking solution which ties IPv6 temporary 

addresses with their respective MAC addresses. 

RQ1 How do Windows 7 and Ubuntu 10.04 OS implement IPv6 privacy extension, what are 

the configurable parameters and what are the guidelines for network administrators while 

using these parameters? 

 

ANSWER:  Windows 7 and Ubuntu10.04 processes RA messages differently, 

in windows the RA message updates the lifetimes of both public and temporary IPv6 address 

while in Ubuntu10.04 RA message updates only the Public IP. If equal Preferred and Valid 

lifetimes are assigned to the temporary addresses of windows 7 and Ubuntu10.04, 

ubuntu10.04 temporary IP will be the first to become invalid and removed from the 

interface. In Windows7 there were no deprecated addresses where as in ubuntu10.04 there 

were deprecated temporary IPv6 addresses. Windows 7 and Ubuntu10.04 can have a 

deprecated public IP and be without IPv6 address for while till the next RA arrives under 

conditions where RA interval is configured to be greater than the preferred lifetime. 

The various configurable parameters available under IPv6 privacy extensions for Windows 7 

and Ubuntu 10.04 are listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.10. 

Guidelines for network administrators using IPv6 privacy extension are listed in section 

4.3.3. In addition campus network administrators can manage to control the exploits of IPv6 

privacy extensions since a root privilege is a mandatory requirement for any change to these 

parameters to be made. From our observation the host systems have the upper hand with 

IPv6 privacy extensions than the network administrators in terms of control in an open 

environment.  

 

RQ 2: What are the implicit effects of method of implementation of IPv6 privacy extension 

on various applications such as video streaming, file transfer and ping? 

 

ANSWER: Some of the major effects of IPv6 privacy extension on ongoing 

application sessions are listed below, case by case experiment and results can be found 

in section 5. 

 

 Pinging any temporary IPv6 address will result in destination being unreachable 

when the temporary IP become invalid and removed from the interface. While 

pinging a public IP, if the client side temporary IP is removed, ping continues 

sending the echo request with the new temporary IP addresses.  

 LFTP (client in Ubuntu10.04) reconnects to the servers’ public IP with the new IP 

after a noticeable delay, when the client temporary IP addresses become invalid and 

replaced with a new one. The ongoing session of FTP server operating on temporary 

IP gets disconnected permanently when the temporary IP becomes invalid.  

 The ongoing sessions of Http video streaming via VLC are terminated permanently 

when the temporary IP of the client becomes invalid. In the case of RTP video 

streaming via VLC, Ongoing sessions to public IP continues without interruption 

while streaming to a temporary IP get terminated permanently when the temporary 

IP gets invalid.  
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 During RTP streaming to Public IP of the client, the server keeps on streaming to 

one temporary IP address even if that particular   temporary IP addresses is no more 

valid. Current available Internet service applications are not robust enough to cope-

up with some of the dynamics of IPv6 Privacy extensions like IP change. 

 

RQ3:How to track the IPv6 privacy extension enabled host’s MAC address from their IP 

address? 

 

ANSWER: The IPv6 privacy extension enabled hosts can be tracked by correlating the port 

and mac address information from the switch with ip, mac address and status information 

from router neighbour table .The method has been illustrated by developing a monitoring 

solution IPv6HoT explained in section 6. 

 

The web based IPv6HoT tracking solution, gathers router's IPv6 Neighbor tables, which 

comprises of IPv6 and MAC address combinations, periodically using SNMP. Every node's 

MAC and IPv6 address will be registered whenever the node tries to communicate through 

the router. As a result, IPv6 Neighbor's tables have updated information on the IPv6 to MAC 

combination. These tables of information will be stored in IPv6HoT database in orderly and 

periodical manner for later access by the administrator. IPv6HoT will not give the exact time 

when the incident happened but it can provide the range of times where that possible IPv6 to 

MAC combinations had happened in the past. 

 

Future work includes extending the study of dynamics to other popular OS like MAC and 

Android. We would like reiterate that such studies cannot be limited to one time study they 

will have to be repeated periodically to keep abreast as OS and networks keep updating. It 

would also be interesting to see how other popular applications behave to IP change scenario 

encountered while using systems with IPv6 privacy extension enabled. In terms of vertical, 

the complexity is bound to be on a larger scale in wireless networks and concrete research 

works in this area is inevitable .Investigate other technologies beyond Ethernet including Wi-

Fi, WiMAX and Wireless networks. As for IPv6HoT, its support could be extended to other 

types of routers.  

Limitations – The illustrated tracking solution IPv6HoT supports only two types of routers 

namely Cisco and Juniper.It is acknowledged that in case of the study pertaining to method 

of implementation in Linux systems the choice of kernel would also play a major role. 
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8 APPENDIX 

8.1 IPv6 Dynamics Windows 

8.1.1  Smaller advertised lifetimes 
 

Observation 2: Valid Lifetime= 700s; Preferred Lifetime= 600s 

  

                     
    

The valid and preferred lifetimes of the temporary and public IPv6 address in this case are 

shown in Figure 8-1 as 11m36s(700s approx.) and 9m56s(600 s approx) respectively. This 

could be attributed to the RFC 4941 recommendation that when a new temp IP is created 

they take up the valid life time and preferred life time equal to that advertised by the router 

advertisement message. Thus in this case it is inferred that the temporary IPv6 address is 

created using the router's advertised lifetimes as per the RFC 4941 recommendation.  

 

  

In Figure 8-2 it could be seen that when the valid and preferred life times of the existing 

temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:81cc:9090:3e1d:7fb4 is 5 s left a new temporary IP i.e. 

2001:db8:21:111:b560:e229:b12d:f1f6 coexists. This behavior is in line with RFC 4941 

recommendation that a new temp IP be created before a specific time known as the 

maxregenarate to the expiry of the existing temporary IP. This phenomenon is reflected in 

Figure 8-3 where both the newly created temporary IP 2001:db8:21: 

111:81cc:9090:3e1d:7fb4 and the public IP 2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:3b98:65e5   

 

 
Figure 8-3 Valid and Preferred lifetimes 

 
Figure 8-2 Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address  

 
Figure 8-1  Initial Valid and Preferred Lifetimes 
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As seen from the above Figure 8-2 after valid life time inherits the value of the preferred life 

time, they continue to decrease uniformly. And again as seen from Figure 8-3, the temporary 

IP 2001:db8:21:111:b560:e229:b12d:f1f6 and the public IP have reset their lifetimes to the 

router advertised values with the arrival of the router advertisement. 

Observation 3 Valid Lifetime =650s; Preferred Lifetime=550s: 

 

The Valid and preferred lifetimes of the temporary IPv6 address in this case are shown to be 

10m50s (650s approx) and 9m10s (550s aprox) respectively. This could be attributed to the 

RFC recommendation that when a new temporary IP is created, the temporary IP and public 

IP take up the valid life time and preferred life time equal to that advertised by the router 

advertisement message since they happen to be smaller when compared to host configured 

valid life times which happen to be 800 and 700 as show in the Figure 8-4. Thus in this case 

it is inferred that the temporary IPv6 address is created using the router's advertised lifetimes 

as per the RFC 4941 recommendation.  

 

 

In Figure 8-5 it is seen that with the arrival of the subsequent RA message the valid and 

preferred lifetimes of public IP are reset to router advertised valid and preferred life times. 

Also the valid and preferred life times of the temporary IP address 

2001:db8:21:111:b879:b32c:332c:fbdf:630a  are same. This could be explained by the RFC 

recommendation that, if at the time of arrival of the RA message, the valid life time of the 

temporary IP is less than the preferred life time advertised by the router then, the valid life 

time of the temporary IP is made equal to the preferred life time of that IP at that instant.  

 

 
Figure 8-4 Initial Configurations of IPv6 address  

 
Figure 8-5 IP's decrementing equally  

 
Figure 8-6 New Temporary IP Generations 
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In Figure 8-6 it could be seen that when the valid and preferred life times of the existing 

temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:b879:332c:fbdf:630a is 3 sec itself a new temporary IP ie 

2001:db8:21:111:61b2:28c8:c4e8:a24e coexists. This behavior is in line with RFC 4941 

recommendation that a new temporary IP can be created before a specific time known as the 

maxregenarate to the expiry of the existing temporary IP. 

Observation 4: Valid Lifetime=600s; Preferred Liifetime=500s 

 

In Figure 8-7 the Valid and preferred lifetimes of the temporary IPv6 address in this case are 

shown to be 9m59s (600s approx.) and 8m19s (500s approx) respectively. This could be 

attributed to the fact that RFC recommendation that when a new temporary IP is created they 

take up the valid life time and preferred life time equal to that advertised by the router 

advertisement message if it happens to be smaller than the current host configured life 

times(800s,700s in our case). Thus in this case it is inferred that the temporary IPv6 address 

is created using the router's advertised lifetimes as per the RFC 4941 recommendation. 

 

In Figure 8-8 it is seen that with the arrival of the subsequent RA message the valid and 

preferred life times of public IP are reset to router advertised valid and preferred life times. 

Also the valid and preferred life times of the temporary IP address 

2001:db8:21:111:41c0:1abc:d15d:bc61 are same. They continue to decrease uniformly and 

expire subsequently at the same time. 

Observation 5: Valid Lifetime= 550s; Preferred Lifetime= 450s 

 

 
Figure 8-7 Intial lifetime configurations 

 
Figure 8-8 RA message arrivals 

 
Figure 8-9 Generation of new temporary IP 
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In Figure 8-9 the Valid and preferred lifetimes of the temporary IPv6 address in this case 

2001:db8:21:111:6de3:c395:3060:dbad are shown to be 9m9s(550s approx.) and 7m29s 

(450s approx) respectively. This could be attributed to the fact that RFC recommendation 

that when a new temp IP is created they take up the valid life time and preferred life time 

equal to that advertised by the router advertisement message if it happens to be smaller than 

the current host configured life times(800s,700s in our case). Thus in this case it is inferred 

that the temporary IPv6 address is created using the router's advertised lifetimes as per the 

RFC 4941 recommendation. 

 

In Figure 8-10 it is seen that with the arrival of the subsequent RA message the valid and 

preferred life times of public IP are reset to router advertised valid and preferred life times. 

Also the valid and preferred life times of the temporary IP address 

2001:db8:21:111:6de3:c395:3060:dbad are the same and they will continue to decrease 

uniformly and expire subsequently at the same time. 

 

Observation 6: Valid Lifetime=500s; Preferred Lifetime=400s 

 

In Figure 8-11 the Valid and preferred lifetimes of the temporary IPv6 address in this case 

2001:db8:21:111:68f9:19e0:1c8e:accf are shown to be 8m20s (500s approx.) and 6m40s 

(400s approx) respectively. This could be attributed to the fact that RFC recommendation 

that when a new temp IP is created they take up the valid life time and preferred life time 

equal to that advertised by the router advertisement message if it happens to be smaller than 

the current host configured life times(800s,700s in our case). Thus in this case it is inferred 

that the temporary IPv6 address is created using the router's advertised lifetimes as per the 

RFC 4941 recommendation. 

 

In Figure 8-12 it could be seen that when the valid and preferred life times of the existing 

temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:68f9:19e0:1c8e:accf  is 5 sec left a new temporary IP i.e. 

 
Figure 8-10 Equalized Lifetime 

 
Figure 8-11 Initial configurations of lifetimes 

 
Figure 8-12  Genartion of new temporary IP address 
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2001:db8:21:111:349a:807e:80bd:9bd4 coexists. This behavior is in line with RFC 4941 

recommendation that a new temp IP be created before a specific time known as the 

maxregenarate to the expiry of the existing temporary IP. The new temporary IP would 

inherit valid and preferred life times of the public IP at that instant. This phenomenon is 

reflected in Figure 8-12 where both the newly created temporary IP 2001:db8:21: 

111:349a:807e:80bd:9bd4 and the public IP 2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:3b98:65e5. From 

then on they continue to decrease uniformly and expire at the same time. 

8.1.2 Larger Advertised Lifetimes 
 

Observation 2: Valid Lifetime=900s; Preferred Lifetime=800s 

 

Figure 8-13 gives the initial output of our observation 2. As can be seen from the figure  

while the public IP 2001:db8:21:111:a93f:8573:3b98:65e5 is shown with valid lifetime of 

14m55s(900  sec approx) and preferred life time 13m15s (800 sec approx)  ,the temp IP 

2001:db8:21:111:e8aa:4353:b854:ca8b  has valid life and preferred lifetime 13m15s 

(800sec) and 11m35s (700sec).This shows that while the public IP takes the life time values 

advertised by the router ,the temporary IP takes the host configured values as they happen to 

be smaller compared to router advertised ones. This is in line with the RFC 4941 

recommendation.  

8.2 IPv6 Dynamics Linux  

8.2.1 Smaller Advertised Lifetimes 
 

Observation 2: Valid Lifetime=700s; Preferred Lifetime= 600s  

 

It is seen in Figure 4-14 that the newly created temporary IP address 

2001:db8:21:111:58b8:3998:9fcc:f006/64 and public IP 2001:db8:21:111: 

216:17ff:fe35:c380/64   have the Valid and Preferred lifetime of 699s and 599s which 

confirms that they inherit their lifetimes from the router advertised values.  

 
Figure 8-13  Initial Lifetime configuration 

 
Figure 8-14 Initial Configurations 

 
Figure 8-15 RA message Arrival 
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The Figure 4-15 shows the output screen when the IP is looked up at the time of arrival of 

RA message. It is seen here that the public IP 2001:db8:21:111: 216:17ff:fe35:c380/64 has 

its valid and preferred life time updated to 700s and 600s respectively. Hence it can be 

confirmed that the public IP updates its IP to the router advertised value.  

 

When a new temporary IPv6 address 2001:db8:21:111:d19d:217b:a248:146f/64 is generated, 

the public IPv6 address 2001:db8:21:111: 216:17ff:fe35:c380/64 has a Preferred lifetime of 

406sec. So, the new temporary IPv6 address will take the lowest among the public (406s) 

and routers advertised Preferred lifetimes (600s). 

 

 

The Figure 8-15 shows the output screen when the IP is looked up at the time of arrival of 

RA message. It is seen here that the public IP 2001:db8:21:111: 216:17ff:fe35:c380/64 has 

its valid and preferred life time updated to 700s and 600s respectively. Hence it can be 

confirmed that the public IP updates its IP to the router advertised value.  

 

Figure 8-18 shows the newly created temporary IP 2001:db8:21:111:644e:689e:4f65:4630 

/64 with valid life time of 505s and preferred lifetime of 405s. The public IP 

2001:db8:21:111:216:17ff:fe35:c380/64 is also seen to have the same valid life time. Hence 

it confirms that the new temporary IPv6 address lifetimes are created from the lower of the 

advertised and the public address lifetimes.  

 
Figure 8-16  Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address. 

 
Figure 8-17 RA Message Update Public Lifetimes 

 
Figure 8-18 New Temporary IPv6 address Generations  
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Observation 4: Valid Lifetime= 600s; Preferred Lifetime= 500s 

 

Figure 8-19, Figure 8-20 and Figure 8-22 shows the same processes as show for other 

observations. Temporary created from the router advertised lifetime, RA message arrival 

update public IP lifetime and new temporary IP generation when the old one deprecated. 

Observation 5: Valid Lifetime=550s; Preferred Lifetime= 450s 

Figure 10.22,10.23 and 10.24 shows the output for observation 5. The Valid and Preferred 

lifetimes are in line with the RFC recommendations ie the lower of the two are considered 

for use. RA messages resets Public IPv6 address lifetimes and while generating a new 

temporary IPv6 address, it takes the lower of the two.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-19 Initial Configuration Lifetimes 

 
Figure 8-20  RA Message Arrival  

 
Figure 8-22 Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address 

 
Figure 8-21 Initial lifetime Configurations 
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Observation 6: Valid Lifetime= 500s; Preferred Lifetime= 400s 

Figure 8-25, Figure 8-26 and Figure 8-27shows the output for observation 6. The Valid and 

Preferred lifetimes are calculated based on the RFC recommendations, the lower of the two, 

RA messages resets Public IPv6 address lifetimes and when generating a new temporary 

IPv6 address, the IP takes the lower of the two  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-23 Generation of New Temporary IPv6 address 

 
Figure 8-25 Initial Configurations Lifetimes 

 
Figure 8-26 RA Message Arrival 

 
Figure 8-24  RA Message Arrival 
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8.2.2 Larger Advertised Lifetimes 
 

Observation 2: Valid Lifetime= 900s; Preferred Lifetime= 800s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-28 Initial Lifetime Configuation 

 
Figure 8-29 RA Message Arrival 

 
Figure 8-30 New Temporary IPv6 Generations 

 
Figure 8-27  New Temporary IP Generation 
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8.3 WIRESHARK CAPFILES 

8.3.1 Ping Temporary IP address (Ubuntu to Windows) 
 

 

8.3.2 Ping Public IP address (Ubuntu to Windows)  

 

8.3.3 Ping Temporary IP address (Windows to Ubuntu) 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-31 Ping Temporary IP address (Ubuntu to Windows) 

 
Figure 8-32 Ping Public IP address (Ubuntu to Windows)  

 
Figure 8-33 Ping Temporary IP address (Windows to Ubuntu) 
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8.3.4  Ping Public IP address (Windows to Ubuntu) 
 

 

8.3.5 FTP: Public Server to Client (Windows to UBUNTU) 

 

8.3.6 FTP: Server Public to Client ( UBUNTU to WINDOWS) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-34 Ping Public IP address (Windows to Ubuntu) 

 
Figure 8-35 FTP: Public Server to Temporary Client (Windows to UBUNTU) 

 
Figure 8-36 FTP: Server Public to Temporary Client( UBUNTU to WINDOWS) 
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8.3.7 FTP: Server Temporary to Client(Ubuntu to WIDNOWS) 

 

8.3.8 FTP: Server Temporary to Client ( WINDOWS to Ubuntu) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-37 FTP: Server Temporary to Temporary Client(Ubuntu to WIDNOWS) 

 
Figure 8-38  FTP: Server Temporary to Temporary Client ( WINDOWS to Ubuntu) 
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8.3.9 HTTP: Server Public to Temporary (Ubuntu to Windows)  

 
Figure 8-39 HTTP: Server Public to Temporary (Ubuntu to Windows) 

 

8.3.10  HTTP: Server Temporary to Temporary Client (Ubuntu to 

Windows) 
 

 

8.3.11  HTTP: Server Public to Client ( Windows to Ubuntu) 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8-40 HTTP: Server Temporary to Temporary Client (Ubuntu to Windows) 

 
Figure 8-41 HTTP: Server Public to Temporary Client( Windows to Ubuntu) 
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8.3.12  HTTP: Server Temporary to Client (Windows to Ubuntu)   

 

 

8.3.13  RTP: Stream to a Public IP address 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.3.14  RTP: Stream to a Temporary IP address 
 

 
Figure 8-44  RTP:Stream to a Temporary  IP address 

 

 

 
Figure 8-43   RTP: Stream to a Public IP address 

 
Figure 8-42 HTTP: Server Temporary to Temporary Client (Windows to Ubuntu) 
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8.4 Validating GNS3 

8.4.1 Validating Using Internet Service Applications   

8.4.1.1 FTP  

LFTP as client in Ubuntu and FTP is set to be a server on Windows 7, transferring a 3.2 GB 

video file. In this case we are interested in the behavior of the application towards the change 

of IP. As show in both figures Figure 8-45 and Figure 8-46 the client loses the connection to 

the server when the temporary IP changes to a new one. Because LFTP is a robust 

application, the client tries to reconnect with its new temporary IP to the server so as to 

complete the file transfer, and it did. As show in the figures the time elapsed to reconnect to 

the server for both cases is approximately equal around     

 

 

8.4.1.2 PING 

Both GNS3 and Testbed results as shown in Figure 8-47 and Figure 8-48 show the same 

characteristics around the change of IPv6 from the expiration of Valid lifetime of the 

temporary IPv6 addresses. In both cases change of temporary IPv6 addresses ceases the 

ongoing PING communications. In both cases the client was ping a temporary IPv6 address. 

 

Figure 8-45 GNS3 Out put 

 

Figure 8-46  Real Testbed Output 
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8.4.2 Validation through Dynamics of IPv6  
In this section we try to validate the results from GNS3 about the dynamics of IPv6 Privacy 

extension implementation on Windows7 and Ubuntu10.04. 

8.4.2.1 Ubuntu10.04 

Two cases are consider in this case; one is smaller advertised lifetimes and second greater 

advertised lifetimes while fixing the valid and preferred lifetime of the host at 800s and 700s 

seconds respectively. 

Observation 1: Valid lifetime=750s; Preferred lifetime=650s 

In this case the router advertised smaller valid and preferred lifetime than the host configured 

valid and preferred lifetimes. In the real test bed the as discussed in the dynamics of IPv6 the 

host will acknowledged the advertised values since they are smaller according to the RFC 

4941. The GNS3 outputs are as follows: 

 

Figure 8-47  Ping in GNS3 

 

Figure 8-48  ping in real test bed 
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In figure Figure 8-50 the temporary IP address lifetime is the routers advertised lifetime 

since it is the smaller of the two.  

Figure 8-49 show that the arrival of the Router Advertisement message will update the 

lifetime of the public IP not the temporary ones. As the result, the temporary IPv6 address 

keeps on decreasing till it get deprecated, and became invalid and be removed from the the 

list as shown in Figure 8-51.  

 

Observation 2: Valid Lifetime=850s; Preferred Lifetime=750s 

This is where the router advertised larger values than host configured valid and preferred 

lifetimes. According to our testbed results and RFC recommendation the node will take the 

smaller of the two to be the preferred and valid lifetime of the host's temporary IPv6 address. 

Figure 8-52, Figure 8-53 and Figure 8-54 show how a temporary IPv6 is generated from the 

lower of the advertised or the configured value, how RA message updates the public 

lifetimes but not the temporary and getting deprecated and invalid IP addresses which lead   

to removal of the IP from the interface. The output of the dynamics IPv6 on Ubuntu10.04 

VirtualBox connected to GNS3 is similar to the testbed results. 

 

Figure 8-50  Initial Configuration Lifetime 

 

Figure 8-49 RA Message Arrival 

 

Figure 8-51 New IP Generation 
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8.4.2.2 Windows 7 

Testbed results for Windows 7 IPv6 dynamics is compared with Virtualbox Windows 7 

connected to GNS3 network. We have taken two observations from the real testbed test cases 

to validate the output of the GNS3. 

Observation 1: Valid lifetime=750s and Preferred lifetime=650s 

Here the router advertises a smaller valid and preferred lifetimes than the host's valid and 

preferred lifetimes. As per RFC recommendation the lower of the two lifetimes should be the 

valid and the preferred lifetime of the temporary IP addresses. As shown in the Figure 8-55 

temporary IP takes the router’s Valid and Preferred lifetimes. Figure 8-56 shows the 

subsequent RA message arrival seting the valid and preferred lifetimes of the temporary IP 

to equal values. This is similar to results we have found in the real test bed scenario as well.  

 

Figure 8-52 Initial Configuration Lifetime 

 

Figure 8-53 RA Message Arrival 

 

Figure 8-54  New IP Generation  
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Figure 8-56 shows that both valid and preferred lifetime decrease at same time leading to no 

deprecated temporary IPv6 address in Windows 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Observation 2: Valid Lifetime=850s; Preferred Lifetime=750s 

This case is where the routers advertised larger values than the host's configured parameters. 

As show in the Figure 8-57 the temporary IP takes the values of the host configured 

parameters since those are smaller than the router advertised values. Similar to the real 

testbed subsequent RA message will set the preferred lifetime equal to the valid lifetime and 

decreases at same pace leaving no deprecated IPv6 temporary addresses in the systems. 

Figure 8-58 and Figure 8-59 GNS3 results which are similar to the testbed process. All these 

ouput from the GNS leads us to conclude that GNS3 is a valid tool to conduct this type of 

research work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8-55 Initial Configuration Lifetime 

 

Figure 8-57  Initial Configuration Lifetime 

 

Figure 8-59 New IP Generations 

 

Figure 8-58  Equalization Valid and Preferred Lifetime 

 

Figure 8-56 Equalization Valid and Preferred  
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8.5 IPv6HoT  
 

8.5.1 IPv6Check Module 
#Authors: 1.Ayichiluhm, Theodros Mekonnen 

#   2.Vivex Mohan 

#The scrpit is used to track ipv6 address from router by requesting the ipv6 

neighbor table 

 

#! /usr/local/bin/perl 

 

use Net::SNMP qw(:snmp); 

use DBI; 

if($#ARGV!=0){ 

print "Usage error: use->0 for Cisco Routers\n"; 

print "Usage error: use->1 for Juniper Routers\n"; 

exit ; 

} 

if($ARGV[1]==0){ 

$ipjunosoid ='1.3.6.1.2.1.55.1.12'; 

$match = '1.3.6.1.2.1.55.1.12.1.2'; 

$match_time ='1.3.6.1.2.1.55.1.12.1.5';  

} 

elsif($ARGV[1]==1){ 

$ipjunosoid = '1.3.6.1.4.1.9.10.86.1.1.3'; 

$match = '1.3.6.1.4.1.9.10.86.1.1.3.1.3'; 

$match_time ='1.3.6.1.4.1.9.10.86.1.1.3.1.4'; 

} 

else { 

print"Wrong argument number:\n"; 

print"0 for Cisco Routers\n"; 

print"1 for Juniper Routers\n"; 

exit; 

} 

%macipv6=(); 

$x=0; 

$y=0; 

$num_fun=0; 

$mgt_ip=$ARGV[0]; 

 

 

($session, $error) = Net::SNMP->session( 

-version     => 'snmpv2c', 

-nonblocking => 1, 

-hostname    => shift || '$mgt_ip', 

-community   => shift || 'public' 

); 

 

if (!defined($session)) { 

printf("ERROR: %s.\n", $error); 

exit 1; 

}   
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$result = $session->get_bulk_request( 

-callback       => [\&table_cb, {}], 

-maxrepetitions => 10, 

-varbindlist    => [$ipjunosoid] 

); 

 

if (!defined($result)) { 

printf("ERROR: %s.\n", $session->error); 

$session->close; 

exit 1; 

} 

 

snmp_dispatcher(); 

 

$session->close; 

exit 0; 

 

sub table_cb 

{ 

($session, $table) = @_; 

 

if (!defined($session->var_bind_list)) { 

 

printf("ERROR: %s\n", $session->error);    

 

}  

else { 

          

$next; 

 

foreach  $oid (oid_lex_sort(keys(%{$session->var_bind_list}))) { 

if (!oid_base_match($ipjunosoid, $oid)) { 

$next = undef; 

last; 

} 

$next = $oid;  

$table->{$oid} = $session->var_bind_list->{$oid};    

} 

 

          

 

if (defined($next)) { 

 

$result = $session->get_bulk_request( 

-callback       => [\&table_cb, $table], 

-maxrepetitions => 10, 

-varbindlist    => [$next] 

);  

 

if (!defined($result)) { 

printf("ERROR: %s\n", $session->error); 

} 
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}  

else { 

 

Print "YES YOUR DEVICE SUPPORTS IPV6HoT\n"; 

 

} 

} 

} 

 

 

8.5.2 IPv6Trackiing Module 
#Authors: 1.Ayichiluhm, Theodros Mekonnen 

#   2.Vivex Mohan 

#The scrpit is used to track ipv6 address from router by requesting the ipv6 

neighbor table 

 

#! /usr/local/bin/perl 

 

use Net::SNMP qw(:snmp); 

use DBI; 

if($#ARGV!=0){ 

print "Usage error: use->0 for Cisco Routers\n"; 

print "Usage error: use->1 for Juniper Routers\n"; 

exit ; 

} 

if($ARGV[1]==0){ 

$ipjunosoid ='1.3.6.1.2.1.55.1.12'; 

$match = '1.3.6.1.2.1.55.1.12.1.2'; 

$match_time ='1.3.6.1.2.1.55.1.12.1.5';  

} 

elsif($ARGV[1]==1){ 

$ipjunosoid = '1.3.6.1.4.1.9.10.86.1.1.3'; 

$match = '1.3.6.1.4.1.9.10.86.1.1.3.1.3'; 

$match_time ='1.3.6.1.4.1.9.10.86.1.1.3.1.4'; 

} 

else { 

print"Wrong argument number:\n"; 

print"0 for Cisco Routers\n"; 

print"1 for Juniper Routers\n"; 

exit; 

} 

%macipv6=(); 

$x=0; 

$y=0; 

$num_fun=0; 

$mgt_ip=$ARGV[0]; 

 

 

($session, $error) = Net::SNMP->session( 

-version     => 'snmpv2c', 

-nonblocking => 1, 
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-hostname    => shift || '$mgt_ip', 

-community   => shift || 'public' 

); 

 

if (!defined($session)) { 

printf("ERROR: %s.\n", $error); 

exit 1; 

}   

  

$result = $session->get_bulk_request( 

-callback       => [\&table_cb, {}], 

-maxrepetitions => 10, 

-varbindlist    => [$ipjunosoid] 

); 

 

if (!defined($result)) { 

printf("ERROR: %s.\n", $session->error); 

$session->close; 

exit 1; 

} 

 

snmp_dispatcher(); 

 

$session->close; 

exit 0; 

 

sub table_cb 

{ 

($session, $table) = @_; 

 

if (!defined($session->var_bind_list)) { 

 

printf("ERROR: %s\n", $session->error);    

 

}  

else { 

          

$next; 

 

foreach  $oid (oid_lex_sort(keys(%{$session->var_bind_list}))) { 

if (!oid_base_match($ipjunosoid, $oid)) { 

$next = undef; 

last; 

} 

$next = $oid;  

$table->{$oid} = $session->var_bind_list->{$oid};    

} 

 

          

 

if (defined($next)) { 

 

$result = $session->get_bulk_request( 
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-callback       => [\&table_cb, $table], 

-maxrepetitions => 10, 

-varbindlist    => [$next] 

);  

 

if (!defined($result)) { 

printf("ERROR: %s\n", $session->error); 

} 

 

}  

else { 

 

 

foreach  $oid (oid_lex_sort(keys(%{$table}))) { 

if($oid=~/$match/){ 

$array_mac[$x]=$table->{$oid}; 

$array_ipv6[$x]=$oid; 

print "$array_ipv6[$x]\t$array_mac[$x]\n"; 

$x++; 

} 

 if($oid=~/$match_time/){ 

 $oid_time=$oid; 

 $array_time[$y]=$table->{$oid_time}; 

 print "$array_time[$y]\n"; 

 $y++;  

 }             

} 

 

} 

} 

for($num_fun=0;$num_fun<$#array_ipv6+1;$num_fun++){ 

#print 

"$array_ipv6[$num_fun]\t$array_mac[$num_fun]\t$array_time[$num_fun]\n"; 

&dec_hex($array_ipv6[$num_fun],$array_mac[$num_fun],$array_time[$num_fu

n]); 

} 

} 

#$count_number_oid=0; 

 

sub dec_hex{ 

 

($key_oid,$value_mac,$age_time)=@_; 

@array=split(/1.3.6.1.2.1.55.1.12.1.2.18./,$key_oid); 

@hex_array=split(/\./,$array[1]); 

 

for($i=0;$i<$#hex_array+1;$i++){ 

$a[$i]=uc(sprintf("%x",$hex_array[$i])); 

 

if($a[$i]=~m/\w\w/){ 

#nothing happens here. 

} 

else{ 
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$a[$i]="0"."$a[$i]"; 

 

} 

 

} 

 

$ipv6=join("",@a); 

$ipv6_formatted=join(':',unpack('A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4',$ipv6)); 

print $ipv6_formatted; 

print "\t"; 

$mac_addrs=substr($value_mac,2,12); 

$mac_formatted=join(':',unpack('A2A2A2A2A2A2',$mac_addrs)); 

print "$mac_formatted\t"; 

#print $count_number_oid+1; 

#print "$age_time\n"; 

#&check_database($ipv6_formatted,$mac_formatted); 

&put_database($ipv6_formatted,$mac_formatted,$age_time); 

 

} 

#sub check_database{} 

 

sub put_database{ 

 

($ipv6_data,$mac_ipv6,$age)=@_; 

$db_name='ipv6'; 

$usr_name='root'; 

$pwd='jimma1503'; 

 

$dbh=DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:$db_name","$usr_name","$pwd") || die "Could 

not connect to database:$DBI::errstr"; 

$now_time=time; 

$insert_sql="INSERT INTO snmp_data(timestamp,age,ipv6,mac) 

VALUES('$now_time','$age','$ipv6_data','$mac_ipv6')"; 

$insert_sth=$dbh->prepare($insert_sql); 

$insert_sth->execute; 

} 

8.5.3 IPv6Dispose Module 
 

#!/usr/local/bin/perl 

#Authors Theodros M. Vivek M. 

use DBI; 

#This script removes data file from databases every configured month or year or 

days 

# 

 

$db_name='IPv6'; 

$usr_name='root'; 

$pwd='jimma1503'; 

$now_time=time; 

$dis=7776000#90days 

$dif=($now_time-$dis); 
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$dbh=DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:$db_name","$usr_name","$pwd") || die "Could 

not connect to database:$DBI::errstr"; 

if(($ARGV[0]eq'd')||($ARGV[0]eq'D')){ 

 

$select_sql="delete FROM snmp_data where timestamp>='$dif'"; 

$select_sth=$dbh->prepare($select_sql); 

$select_sth->execute; 

} 

if(($ARGV[0]eq'a')||($ARGV[0]eq'A')){ 

$filename="archive"."$now_time"; 

        open(com, "$filename") || die ("Could not open $filename!"); 

$select_sql="select *  FROM snmp_data where timestamp>='$dif'"; 

$select_sth=$dbh->prepare($select_sql); 

$select_sth->execute; 

$count=0; 

while(@arch_data=$select_sth->fetchrow_array()){ 

 

$timestamp[$coount] = $arch_data[0]; 

$age[$count]= $arch_data[1]; 

$ipv6[$count]=$arch_data[2]; 

$mac[$count]=$arch_data[3]; 

print com "$timestamp[$count]\t"; 

print com "$age[$count]\t"; 

print com "ipv6[$count]\t"; 

print com "$mac[$count]\n"; 

$count++; 

} 

} 

else { 

print "Unkown Argument\n"; 

exit 0; 

 

} 

 

 

 

 

8.5.4 IPv6MacPort Module 
 

#!/usr/local/bin/perl 

#Authors Theodros M. Vivek M. 

use DBI; 

#This scrpit  will read from file and store in the table mac_to_port in IPv6 database 

#make sure the file is premission set so that this scrpit can read it. 

$db_name='IPv6'; 

$usr_name='root'; 

$pwd='jimma1503'; 

$dbh=DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:$db_name","$usr_name","$pwd") || die "Could 

not connect to database:$DBI::errstr"; 

 

 $filename="mac_to_port"; 

 open(com, "$filename") || die ("Could not open $filename!"); 
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 @mac_port=<com>; 

 close(com); 

 &chk_file(@mac_port); 

foreach $mac (@mac_port) 

{ 

 chomp($mac); 

 ($port,$macaddress)=split (/\t/,$mac); 

 $boolean=&chk_data($port,$macaddress); 

      if($boolean eq 0){} 

       else{ 

 #print "$what\n"; 

 $insert_sql="INSERT INTO mac_to_port(MAC,Port) 

VALUES('$macaddress','$port')"; 

 $insert_sth=$dbh->prepare($insert_sql); 

 $insert_sth->execute; 

} 

} 

 

sub chk_data 

{ 

 $mac_fun=$_[1]; 

 #print "$mac_fun\t"; 

 $port_fun=$_[0]; 

 #print "$port_fun\n"; 

 $select_sql="SELECT * FROM mac_to_port"; 

 $select_sth=$dbh->prepare($select_sql); 

 $select_sth->execute; 

 $count=0; 

while(@data=$select_sth->fetchrow_array()){ 

 $mac[$count]=$data[0]; 

 #print "$mac[$count]\t"; 

 $port[$count]=$data[1]; 

 #print "$port[$count]\n"; 

 #print "this is the count checker:$count\n"; 

 $count++; 

} 

for($i=0;$i < $#mac+1;$i++){ 

      if($mac_fun eq $mac[$i]){ 

 #print "there is a match here\n"; 

 return "0"; 

} 

} 

 return "1"; 

 #print "this is from fun: $mac_fun \t $port_fun\n"; 

} 

sub chk_file{ 

 

 @array_file=@_; 

 $num=0; 

foreach $file_mac (@array_file) 

{ 

        chomp($file_mac); 

        ($port_file[$num],$macaddress_file[$num])=split (/\t/,$file_mac); 
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 #print "port: $port_file[$num]\n"; 

 #print "true\n"; 

 #print "mac:$macaddress_file[$num]\n"; 

 $num++; 

} 

for($j=0;$j<$#array_file+1;$j++){ 

   for($k=$j+1;$k<$#array_file+1;$k++){ 

      if($port_file[$j] eq $port_file[$k]){ 

 #print "print this:$port_file[$j] and $port_file[$k]\n"; 

 print "Port number is $port_file[$k] redundant. Please correct and submit 

again\n"; 

 exit 0; 

} 

     if($macaddress_file[$j] eq $macaddress_file[$k]){ 

 print "This MAC address: $macaddress_file[$j] on Port: $port_file[$j] and 

$port_file[$k] is redundant. Please correct and submit the file again\n"; 

 exit 0; 

} 

 #print "$j=>$k\n"; 

 #print "$port_file[$j]=$port_file[$k]\n"; 

} 

} 

} 
 

 

8.5.5 IPv6OutManage Module 

<html> 

<body bgcolor="gray"> 

<table border ="1" bordercolor="#FFCC00" style="background-color:gray" width="400" 

cellpadding="3" cellspacing="3"> 

<?php 

$ipaddr=$_POST['ipv6']; 

$validtime=$_POST['validtime']; 

$timeformat=strtotime($_POST['time']); 

//$timepoch=strtotime("$timeformat"); 

$plusorminustime=$validtime/2; 

$time_1=$timeformat-$plusorminustime; 

$time_2=$timeformat+$plusorminustime; 

$ip=strtoupper($ipaddr); 

$rough_ip = '/^(((?=(?>.*?(::))(?!.+\3)))\3?|([\dA-

F]{1,4}(\3|:(?!$)|$)|\2))(?4){5}((?4){2}|(25[0-5]|(2[0-4]|1\d|[1-9])?\d)(\.(?7)){3})\z/i'; 

if(!preg_match($rough_ip, $ip)){ 

echo "<b><center>Invalid IP address</center></b></br>"; 

} 

else 

{ 

$username="root"; 

$password="jimma1503"; 

$database="ipv6"; 

mysql_connect(localhost,$username,$password); 
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@mysql_select_db($database) or die( "Unable to select database"); 

$query = ("SELECT * from snmp_data where timestamp between '$time_1' AND 

'$time_2'"); 

$result=mysql_query($query); 

$num=mysql_numrows($result); 

mysql_close(); 

?> 

<tr> 

<td>IPv6</td> 

<td>MAC</td> 

<td>PORT</td> 

</tr> 

<? 

$i=0; 

while ($i < $num) { 

 

$ipv6_address=mysql_result($result,$i,"ipv6"); 

$ipv6_mac=mysql_result($result,$i,"mac"); 

if($ip==$ipv6_address){ 

?> 

<tr> 

<td><? echo $ipv6_address?></td> 

<td><?echo $ipv6_mac?></td> 

<td><?echo 2?></td> 

</tr> 

<? 

} 

$i++; 

} 

 

} 

?> 

</table> 

</body> 

</html> 
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